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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the Russian satellite , Sputnik , was launched in

1957, many Amerj.cans have felt the need for a re-evaluation
of our educational goals .

Foremost in the minds of these

reformers has been the thought that America ' s technological
and moral strength lies in her ability to identify and challenge the capabilities of the

11

gifted child . 11

According to

Italo de Francesca ,
Sc ience , force and material know-how seem to have
emerged as concrete answers to counteract the totalitarian challenge , and, at times, it would appear that
reason and spirlt have been forsaken . • ••

. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"

"

.

• • • Despite the panic , sciences must £Ot crowd out
the humanities . A balance must be sought .
While it is evident that advances in technology mal{e
talent recruitment necessary in our age , it is equally
evident that a theory of survi val of the fittest , without
compensating advancement of moral integrity, is fundamentally
destructive to America ' s ideals of individual liberty and
individual responsibility .

Italo de Francesca, "The New Dimension in Art Education , 11 All Education , 12:6, June, 1959 .

2

A divorce of the creative from the critical capacities makes for a fracturing of . the very personality we
select as 1-'Jorthy of the best in educational fare and
assistance . 2
This research investigates the nee d to augment the
existing programs for the gifted by including more extensive
experiences in the visual and manipula tive arts .
II .

STATEr'IENT OF THE PROBLEr1

The purpose of this study has been to create guidelines for the development of a supplementary art program for
"artistically gifted" children of intermediate grade level .
The correlation of artistic talent and intellectual
capacity has been

ubjected to some research , but evidence

has not been conclusive .
Psychologists are not agreed on the connotation of
the terms , "general intelligence" and 11 special abilities . 11 Some have come to the conclus l on that the thing
t'le call "general intell1genoe 11 is the sum of a great
many individual special abilities . Others believe that
general intelligence is an entity in itself , and that
added to it are a number of more or less independent
special aptitudes . Most however , would agree that such
special abilities are reinforced by general intelligence
and that there is no outstanding 11 creative" achievement
in any special line , such as art o.f' music , without both
high general intelligence and high special ability . 3
2 Robert Goldman, ~Art Education for the Gifted , ~
unpublished paper , Philadelphia Public Schools , Pennsylvania,
1956 .
3Elise E. Martens , "Curr:\ ou] um Ad-j.u-S-t-ment for Gtfted--------:----:
dren , 11 United States Department of Education, Bulletin
No . 1 (\oJash1ngton: Government Printing Office, 1946}, p . 28 .

This study has been limited to the art education of
••art1 stically gfi ted 11 children .

These may or may not be

children testing high on standardized I . Q. tests .
III .

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The basic principle of education for the gifted is
stated by Elise Martens of the United States Office of Eduoation as follows:
Children possessing outstanding abilities should be
given every opportu~ity for maximum development of the
powers through whictl later they may stand ready to make
contributiEns of distinction to the democracy in which
they live .
Viktor Lowenfeld has

s t ~ted

a similar pri nciple:

While every child , re.gardless of where he stands in
his development~ should first of all be considered as
an individual , the gifted child makes us doubly aware
of this responsibility . In fact , his highly developed
sensitivity within his special field of interest not
only makes him often appear different from others ~ but
may also keep him from participating in general activities less important ,;o him . , • • To do justice to the
gifted child is not only vital to this society, but it
is an important educa tional principle . 5
IV .

PROCEDURES USED IN THE

~TUDY

Extensive reading was done in areas pertaining to the
visual and. manipula tive arts and t o education in these arts .
4 Ibid . , p . v .

Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Nental Growth (third
edition; New York: The Macmillan Company, 1959 ), p . 420 .

4

While the research was being done, notes were kept on filing
cards arranged under the following headings:
1.

Objectives of education for the gifted and for
art education .

2.

Characteristics of the artistically gifted elementary child .

J . The creative process .
4.

Methods employed with the gifted .

5.

Reports on existing special programs .

6.

A list of personnel involved in special programs .

7.

Niscellaneous bibliography .

While there were some references to programs which
had been started from time to time, there seemed to be no
recommendations for a plan of action based upon specif ic
objectives or experimental evidence .

It soon became evident

that some type of survey was neoe sc.;ary s.o that information
could be obtained from pers ons who had had experience in
this type of program .

A questionnaire-form was prepared

which included sections designed to gather information in
regard to the following problems:

I . General Information .
II .

Identification of the Artistically Gifted .

III .

Problems Effecting the Gifted in the Self-

~--------------------~fttained

IV .

c

Positive Values of a Supplementary Program .

.ProgJ:o~,~m.

J'o::n:i.bln Contrr<l:3 t-:)

VI.

l.K~

Co•H'l'iderezL

(J .t :fte~d .•

to give a

tion for

wcl~-rounded
t,h,~

view of the whole problem of art educa-

, rtj.nttcal1y g;, ted ch:l.ld.

Ch:':l~pter

I

inelude;~

an int:r·od.uc. ti on, a st::xtement of the problem, o. ;:-; t;ate:ment

deflning the

:i.mport~3.nce

of the ::; tud.y,

p:rocAdnr~::B

t.:u::;ed :i.n the

study, organization of the thesis, and definitions of terms
tued.

Each cb:Jpter whteh follows contains a dL:;;cu ; Gi on of

the eonelu::;j_ons

reac~1ed

by researeherEl in :cuga:r·c1 to tl1e

u.reas studied.
Chapter II includc:;r:J a di::-JCl.nlsiorJ of the natu1"e of
creati.ve GtY.'t ability, the neeeis of gJ.fted

dl.U.dron, condi-

tions facilitating creativity, the meaning of enrichment,
and objectlves for art educatLQn •._____________________

Chapter III 1s a discunsion of tho quef>ti.onnaire and
lts results.

1'hls oilEl.)tor oontu.i.n::: a ;::;t;aternent of purpose

6
for the questionnaire , criteria for the selection of participants, an analysis of questionnaire responses, and an

analy~

sis of questlonnaire results .
Chapter IV contains reports on exlsting special
programs*'
Chapter V is a summary of the findings and conclusions based upon the study, together with recommendations
for further study .
A bibliography and three appendices are included at
the end of the thesis .
Appendix A contatns copies of letters written .
Appendix B is a list of personnel to whom the questionnaire was sent .
Appendix C is the questionnaire form .
VI.
AesthetiQ

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

awarene§~ .

The ability to perceive values

related to that branch of philosophy which deals with taste ,
truth, or ·beauty .
Art .

Art is an act of proficiency in an area which

necessitates achievement by learning, practice or experience .
Proficiency in visual and manipulative arts would necessarily carry with it the use of all faculties inherent in
the act:

aesthetic awareness, intellectual objectivity , and

an act of becoming, or a

stat~

of b2lng.
!\. ;')()l''''D n

t-duc;·tJon e.nd

~t-Jhose

1•·'hcse o:rofe :;; E i onHl

competence ln the field

h~·:.s

bnen

rn::ld<~

evident in nrofessionPl publicstions.

preted. GX;!e:e3.ence may l:.:e

of the

;::~.et,

e.r~.,

rcr'!uccd to ob,jc:•cti vc :Corm.

the na:i.nt:ing, the :3cul·pture, etc.
h

trwught and exnres s ion in

child l·Jhose ::lOde of

8enc~> ory-sym'oolic

r'~'.ther

tr1Dn, or

prof ioiency :tn. the art of p1c tor lal or three -di:ncm:: i. onal ert
ex<JJ:e~;'::::lon

ls cons1stently gre::tter than tlkJ.t of the ma.jority

of eb j_ld:cen.

;.:Jlnce no otrle;:·

me;.trH3

i'JEts

been devh;ed for

GWacuring th:L:; I'D.te other than th:::t, of cornps_:cing rds nrt:i.Gtie

produc U.on with thu t of others, the i:3,rtist io production may

Iutr:~llectug,l.

obj_E}.Q_t:t.vi t..Y..

'I'he ability to ev:aJ. uate a

work of art in relation to exterior qualit1e3 rel2ted to
accepted prlno :l.ple f3 of det>ign and color tl:'H'"ory.

8
Physical coordination .

The ability of the organism

to fu nc tion as an organized unit in the performance of an act
directed by the mental faculties •
.fu;trmlementacy program .

An a ddition to the present

plan of proceedings in the n .eld of art education by which
the program may be made more

fu~l

Visual and ,rrua.nipula tl V"e

or c omplete .

,,.1•t;s .

'I'hose arts addressed

primarily to the sense of vision , e . g ., graphics, painting ,
three-dimensional craft products , murals, mosaics , textiles ;
photos , etc .

CHAPTER II
THE REVIEW OF LITEHATUEE

Tge nature of

~r~ative ar~

ability .

Even though

"Sputnik" jarred Americans out of complacency regarding the
education of the gifted , st udies of the needs of these
exceptional children reach far back into the history of
American education .

Attempts to meet special needs have

taken various forms, such as acceleration, enrichment, and
extra-curricular activities .
To arr•ive at an adequate statement of objectives for
the education of artistically gifted children, general aims
of education as they apply to individuals and to our society
must be discussed .
Florence Goodenough, a researcher in educational psychology , has made the following statement regarding the aims
of education:
The word education is derived from the Latin words M
and d)J.co ; meaning to lead or ·to draw out . Properly speaking , therefore , education is a process of bringing the
latent gifts inherent in the child ' s endowment to full
development, not putting in something that was not
already there • . • •
In this process of bringing out the best of which
each child is capable , the acquisition of skills and
knot.~Jledge should be regarded as means to a.n end, rather
than as an
[ italics in the original] in itself • • . •
l----------*'ct-.t--;1;.~rtant

aim of education is thus t o help the
child to understand the world in which he may live, to
learn t;o use 1 ts tools , to become familiar with 1ts

10

social customs, and to know somet~ing of principles by
which human behavior is governed .
Miss Gocdenough has also given us a working vocabulary
for the discussion of "g1ftedness 11 which she defines as a
form of deviation from

11

normal 11 or n·average . 11

In describing

the dimensions of personality, she states that individuals
d1 ffer in four \<Tays :
tensity .

mode , in tensity , extens j_ ty, and pro-

Briefly summarized the terms have the following

meaning:
Mo~:

this indicates the manner of difference .

It

is identified by a general class of characteristics or
attributes of data which distinguish the group as ttartistic,"
11

musioal . 11

11

neurotio," etc .

Intensity:

within the general group of characteristics

or attributes there may be degrees of intensity or depth of
1nv ol vement .
EKtensity ;

this refers to the extent to which a

specific deviation affects other l:1spects of personality .
Protensity:

this relates to the time factor , or the

subject ' s age at the time of the first noticeable deviation .
This is important since correction of a physical ailment, or
straightening out of a warped personality , often depends upon
1

Florence Goodenough and Lois M. Rynkiewioz, Excep-

11

the stage which the difficulty has reached at the time of
consultation .

However, Miss Goodenough further states:

A similar condition exists in the case of highly
talented children . For the best results , training should
be begun early and this means that talent should be discovered early . The identification of young gifted
children is a task that warrants more attention than
it has thus far received . 2
Paul Witty has broadened the definition of gifted to
mean any child

11

whose performance in a valuable line of

human activity , is consistently or repeatedly remarkable . ")
Giftedness may show itself in the possession of a
high level of general intelligence as measured by
traditional tests . Or it may be characterized by
special abilities of a high order which are not
necessarily associated with a high intelligence
quotient . . . • The performance of the gifted child
is consisHently superior in the areas of his special
interest . '*
Florence Goodenough has this to say about interest .
'rhe extent to which these specialized patterns of
interest are the result of external conditioning alone
is unknown • • • • Certainly interest is not likely to
persist without some degree of success and thl s presupposes at least a modicum of special talent along the
line in question . The question is: Given the requisite
level of general intelligence and as much, but no more
talent in the special field as is possessed by the
average person 1 is interest aroused through external
circumstances sufficient to bring about outstanding
success'? • • •
2

Ibid . , p . 16 .

3paul Witty , 11 \~ho Are the Gifted?" Education for the
Gif t ed , Fifty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for
,
oago , Illinois: University
of Chicago Press , 1958) , p ~ 55 .

4Paul Witty , The Gift~d Child {Boston: D. C. Heath
and Company , 1951) , p . 175 .
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•••

~••

••

••"io

••

••••••

..

•

•••e

••

. . . Attempts to locate talent independently of
intellect were abandoned . • • • It was found that almost
without exceptlon , children who showed unquestionable
talent , particularly in music or mechanical inventiveness , also quallfied for the group on the basis of
general inte lligence (Stanford-Binet I . q, . 140 or higher)
. . • i.V hat is rneasurPd is always achievement; apt1 tude
or talent is never measured directly but is inferred
from accomplishment . 5
A more recent study by Calvin W. Taylor has been done
and reported , from which the following is quoted:
r1y research inter ~ sts have been in the relatively
unsolved area of see king the creative more than in the
tradi tl onal area of seeking the gifted . 'rhe t<Jord
"gifted , " as typically used, is closely tied to the
current intelligence tests , but quite different te s ts
are usually being used in a search for the creative .
The traditional intelligence tests cover only a very
few of the fifty or more dimensions or characteristics
of the mind discovered to date . Consequently, there may
be several types of intellectually gifted other than the
I . Q . type, even though t he I . Q . type may be closely
tied to current academic activities and to the grades
that measure success in the academic world .

In our three Utah conference reports on creativity .
there are several indications that creativity scores and
I . t . scores are , at most , only lowly related . The
nature of tradttional intelligence tests does not
directly involve the ability to create new ideas or
new things . The abili ties needed in sensing problems ,
in being flexlble and in producing new and original
ideas tend to be unrelated or to have only low relations

5Goodenough , £R. cit . , pp . 58- 59 .

13
with the types o5 tests entering into current measures
of intelllgence .
Research into thinking processes indic a tes that
insight often occurs in symbolic or pictorial form, prior to
verbal communica tion .

Verbal l a nguage is l a te r found to

transmit the ins piration .

In the creative art process , forms

other than v rbal are found to communica te feeling or insight .
'l'he artist ' s problem is to bring the 1 ea or feeling to terms
with the elements of this known world .

J ometimes in so doing ,

discovery of new elements are by-products of this attempt .
These to whom such inspirational experienc e s have occurred
se em to agree that they , themselves , have nothing to do with
it , except to seek the oolut1on .
In the words of Albert Einstein:
• • • 'I'he way the two triple sets of axioms are contrasted in the Einstein-Infold book is not at all the way
things happened in the process of actual thinking . This
was merely a later formuhttion of the subject matter ,
just a que s tion of how the thing could afterwards best
be written. • . •

. • . These thoughts did not come in any verbal formu l .::J. tion . I very rarely think in words §1 all. Li talics
mine]. A thought comes and I may try to express 1 t in
words afterwards . • . • During all those years , there
was a feeling of direction, of 5oing straight towards
something concrete . It is , of cour s e , very hard to
express that feeling in words; but it was decidedly the

6Cal v

1 • Tay] or , "The Creath·e Individual; A New
Portrait in Giftedness" (Reports of the University of Utah
Research Conferences on the Identifioati onoof Creative
Scientific Talent , 19.55 , 1957 , 1959) , Ed.ucation Leadership ,
18:12 , October , 1960.

14
oase, and clearly to be distinguished from later considerations about the rational form of the solution ~
Of course, behind such a direction there is always
something logical; but I have it in a kind of sufl§.J?; ,
[ italics mine ] in a way y1suall~ [ italics mineJ .
In the words of Oppenheimer:
Both the man of science and the man of art live
always at the edge of mystery, surrounded by it; both
ah"Vays as the measure of their creation--have had to do
with the harmonization of what is new with what is
familiar , with the balance between novelty and synthesis ,
with the struggle to make partial order in a total chaos . 8
In an attempt to 1solE1.te the characteristics or
attributes which set artistically gifted children apart from
other child""en this investigator acknowledges with Viktor
Lowenfeld:
One of the major distinctions between man. and animal
is that man creates and the animal does not • • • •
Creativity is an instinct which all people possess, an
instinct with 1"lhich we t-.rere born . It is the instinct
which we primarily use to solve and express life ' s
problems . The child would use it to express himself even
if he were not taught to do so. Recent psychological
studies reveal that creativity , the ability to explore
and investigate, belongs to one of the Basic Drives, a
drive without which man cannot exist .
Since it is in the very nature of creativity that it
is intuitive, in character and freest when uncontrolled ,
creative growth does not parallel the chronological
growth of the individual . Indeed creativity is present
much more in the child who has not yet been subjected to
the rules of the society than in the adult who has to
adhere to them . Most adults lose their creativeness and

7Max \.oJerthe imer, Productive Thinking, quotlng Einstein
(New York: Harper and Brothers 1 4
2

8rrving Kaufman , "Facts and Fantasy tn Education , "
citing Oppenheimer , School Arts , )8:8 , April , 1959 .

15
on.ly few enn ~:>~wn it.
I'o !)Y'~~ElzC):eve j_t ::1nd un1tc :i.t w".t;h
ths mature mind of men is, indeed, one of tile highest
P'~'1vJ:Lt::c.e~J of urt edu.c.:.>~tio:n. 9

d.:l.t;tl:o:~ui,'-::h

1n

tl:.c:; gifted from tho

art,

ln klnd.
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1.

1Ld~s

the

'1'ho abillty ment;::;d.'\.,;r to note: e. viouu.1 form ::md by

10.

certain l.ines Elr.Jd. u:r:·eas, to :reorocluce lt or
significant features of it.
?l'1e ftl)lllty to observe.
The ability to S·slect from a co:-o:r)lex vi.'3Ucil ·~:i.tua
tlon the ~ost representative and mont beautiful
a::c;pects.
Memory for visual forms •
ldJillty mentally to manipul· te vi:.:;ual for•:.o.s.
t\bili.ty to control hand movements 1n r:wc: ordance
w:tth vtf3ual perce-ot or lm;:~g,e.
ilb1l.i ty to invent, to bring together into nm~
artistic co:nbincd;.i.ons the elc11E'ntG of dlffe:ce:nt
visual experiences.
Ability to ju.dge the be~:wtiful :in Unc, form,
eolor, .:.md composltlon.
'~b:'l.l:l ty to d :t scrirninSJ.. te di fferr::nces :~n col or.
Ability to discriminate differ8nces in visual

11.

Acuity of vision.

:(:.

:).

4.
.5.
6.
7.
?3.

9.

magnitude.

9Vlktor Lowenfeld, Creative and liQU:tql---.Q-J'...QJ'J-.:!.<11--.(_thl-l"d~---
editlon; Netv Yorlr: 'rhe I'1acmillan Co,npany, 19.59),. P· 22.
10-~.-.~ '

l..u....Li· , P.
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12 .
1) .

Interest in the act af1 products of drawing .
General intellige nce .

Speaking further of the characteristics of the
artist'-cally gif ted, Viktor Lowenfeld had th.i.s to say:
'rhere are five major factors which stand out among
many I·IThich distinguish the 11 gifted 11 from the a verage .
1 . Fluency of imagination and expression .
2 . Highly developed sensibility (especially in
regard to movement and space . )
3 . Intuitive . ;tuality of imagin8tion .
4 . Directness of express ion .
5. High degree of self-identification with sub ject
matter and m-:clia ,.

. . . ..

..

.

Hobert C. l.Jilson at the University of Southern California spoke of io.eational fluency , the ability for a
free flow of ideas . This is ex ressed in rhythmic
organization of sub ject matter in children ' s art . rrhis
great creative power of building up a 's ituation out of
continuous chain reactions of stimuli to new and changing
responses to subject matter and f~rm is a highly significant criteria of the gifted .
.
The administration staff of the glfted program , Portland Public Schools , Portland , Oregon , has prepared a .Plan
for Identifying and Deyeloping Art Talent from which the following is quoted .
Attempting to identify talent in any creative area is
more difficult than trying to identify talent in noncreative areas . One reason for this is that creative
expression is an lndividual expresslon and highly subjective . Another reason is that all people have not had
equal opportunity for experience in creative expression .
111eta Hollingsworth Spec ial Talents ~
e
ignificance for Education New York: The Macmillan
company , 192 5 ),. Cna Pter i7 1 I •
12
SQhOO~

Viktor Lowenfeld , "Case for the Gifted Child , "
Ar·t§ , 55:13-18 , April , 1956 .
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For example, in testing for talent in creative art , it
has been much easier to recognize talent in the productions of those individuals who have had considerable
experience in creative art expression . Persons who have
little or no experience in creative art expression are at
a disadvantage when confronted with an ar·t talent test .
The Portland Art Identific Qtion Test is divided into
sections designed to afford measurement of various types of
expression:

line, color and form; ideational fluency;

memory of visual forms; and creative utilization of space.
The test is accompanied with
~~

Screening Tests .

~rgctions L~

Jydg*ng

~

The suggested criteria for judging

children ' s art work are as follows:
1.

lixnress1ve Ability: The child ' s ability to
express his thoughts and feelings about a subject through drawing , painting , or other art
activities . The expression may be sensitive ,
with lightness , delicacy , subtle line and
fragile color; or it may be a vigorous expression with massive forms, brilliant use of color ,
and black . Whatever the character of the work,
1 t will show vitality~ ,· or life . Mood and
atmosphere will be established through the
expressive use of shapes , colors , rhythms , line .
2 . Descriptiye Ab*lity: The child ' s ability to
observe and draw clearly what he observes and
understands about forms in )-dimensional space .
He may reveal a mechanical accuracy as in the
drawings of planes , ships, or buildings . He
may reveal a factual or scientific accuracy as
in anatomical detail . He
use perspective ,
tonal gradations , texture, and color to achieve
likenesses to nature .
3 . §cope: The child • s ablli ty to da .;alop a suggestion--to add visual details to build up a tot~l
situation . His ability to imagine a scene with
a certain degree of completeness .
4 . Space C ompos~ploA Organization: The child ' s
t-----------~.:a-H--1--'by-to organiz-e 01:• compose the design of
the whol 1 by the effective placing of the object ,
or objects , in the a - dimensional field of the

mav
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paper . There should be a good relat:tonship of
part to part and to the whole . rrhere should be
organization of the lines surfaces, textures ,
edges, color tones, into related directions of
movement which the eye of the observer can
follow •
§.tructured Drawings: In addition to the above
criteria , judge the extent to which the child
used the lines provided . Did he ignore them?
The manner in which the lines provided were used
in a clever , unique way to form a definite part
of the whole design indicates talent . l3

.5 .

No discussion of creativity or artistic ability would
be complete without reviewing two significant studies, one
by Robert C. Wilson, J . P . Guilford , and P . B. Christiansen
at the University of Southern California , and the other by
Viktor Lowenfeld in the Department of Art Educatio7. at; the
Pennsylvania State College .

These separate studies simul-

taneously investigated the nature of creative activity .
Lowenfeld examined. the area of artistic creatlvity , while
1lson considered creative thinking in science .
criteria
1..

o~

creativity were agreed upon by these studies:

.§.~nsi tivl tu.

deficienci~r;,

2.

Eight

..t..Q. problems:

seeing defects, needs ,

or seeing the odd , or unusual.

Fluenc~

Qt ideas:

or the ability for an accele -

rated :rate of a free flow of thought .
3.

Flexibility:

described as the individual ' s

ability to adapt or adjus t quickly to new si tw:~. tions ..

l3Portland Public School s , Educational Enrichment Program, A Plan for Identifying ~n4. DeyeloPlUK Talent 1n Creative Art; Instrugtions for Jgdging Art Screeni~ Tests , Grades
4 and 6, Fall, 1956 . Form G. c. P. 400 .
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4.

Originalbt~:

5 ..

Red.efini ti on and ,the abilj. ty to rearrange:

definod as uncommonness in responses .
the

ability to shift the function of objects and use them in a
new way .

6.

Anal ysis, .Qr. the ability to abstract:

words of Viktor Lowenfeld,

11

in the

In every analysis we start with

the whole and arrive at details . "

7.

''ynthesis and closure:

the combining of several

elements to form a new whole , and
8.

Coherence of organization:

" . . • that part of

creativity most closely related to aesthetics, for aesthetic
growth appears to be responsible for the changes from a chaos
on the lower end of the contin u um:tp the most complete harmonious organization on the upper end . u14
~rhe

most recent research has been done by Jacob

Getzels and Philip Jackson of the University of Chicago .
They began their investige.tions by dividi.ng 500 Junior and
Senior High School students into two groups .

One group had

high scores on a dpecial test of creativity, but only fair
scores on a regular I .

Q,

test.

The

othe~

on I . Q. , but only fair on creativity .
study show that:

group scored high

Results of this

Both groups of students achieved equally

or owenfeld and Kenneth Beittel, 11 Interd1sc1plinary Criteria of Creativity in the Arts and Sciences , "
Researo~ Yearbook N. A. E . ~ . , 1959
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wel::j_ in school despite the wide difference in their I . Q .

scores; teachers showed a clear preference for high I . Q.
children; creative children considered good marks , I . Q., pep
and energy, character and purposefulness as less important
than the high I . Q. group; creative children respected a
sense of humor, a wide range of interests and emotional
stability; emphasis on sense of humor was so strong in the
creative children that it clearly set them apart; high I . Q.
Children sought to possess the qualities that they believed
would bring success in adult life , while creative children
did not worry so much about future success ; creative children
were more interested in

unconventiot~l

occupat ions (writer ,

inventor , adventurer ) while high I . Q. children preferred the
conventional (lawyer , doctor , professor ); highly creati ve
children tended to look for multiple , experimental solutions
to a problem , while high I . Q. children t ended to look for
the correct , " safe" s ol ution to the same problem; and
f1.nally , hi ghly creative children seemed to enjoy the risk
and uncertainty of the "unknown , It while high I .

Q.

chil dren

seemed to seelr out the safety and security of the nknown . ul.5
The foll owing observations may
statements of Getzels and J a c kson:

be

made concerning the

I t could be that more

-------1----- - - - - - -1.5-,rwew Look a t the Gifted , 11 Changlng Times 1 the
Kiplinger magazine , 1):6; the Kiplinger Washi ngton Edi t ors ,
Inc ., February , 1961 , pp . 23-24 .
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intelli gent children can see the far-reaching consequences
of unusual solutions to problems , and so are naturally more
ca~ ous;

or that the creative ch1ldren 1 being of a higher

sensltivlty

have reacted adversely to dogmatic teaching both

at home and at school .

Another posstb111ty is that the crea-

tive types see less importance in the I

Q. tests and con-

sequently show poorer score s. Also , the more highly sensitive individuals may react, psychologically to testing procedures and exhibit poor scores as a result .

'rhe validity

of standardized tests for ere a. ti vi ty has been quE. st ioned by
art authorities .
Manfred Keiler, Professor of Art at the Uni vers i ty of
Nebraska, has this to say about artistic ability:
The popular notion of genius, surviving probably from
the Romantic movement , as an effortless and God-given
j_llumin~t tion ~ descending like the Pentecostal dove on
the chosen few, has corruPted our understanding of the
artist's real nature and encouraged all manner of outrage, ranging from laziness to sheer impudence, in the
self-chosen apostle of today, who has indeed a gif t of
tongue, but no other mani estation of' divinity . Until
recently, art 1as been very hard work . It is still so
for those who preserve any continuity with the Great
Tradition . • . • In fact, one of the most important pre requisi tes :"3 for any crea.ti ve success is the ability to
pursue~~ steadfastly [ italics mine ], gegardless of
whether or not rapid results are obtained . l
From the foregoing discussion, the following observations are fundamental:
16

Creative thinking may or may not be

I1anfred L. Keller , "Creativity: Core of rt Education , '' ,§duca tion LeadershiP , 18:28-32 , October , 1960 .
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correlated with general intelligence .
decisive .

In the words of Alexis

No evidence has been

Carn~l:

It is not possible to make a complete survey of
psychological individuality and to measure its component
parts . The tests applied to school children by psychologists have no great significance . They give an
illusive confidence to those unacquainted with psychology . In fact, they should be accorded less importance . Psychology is not yet a science . Today , individuality and its potentialities are not measurable .
But a wise observer, trained in the study of human
beings , is sometimes capable of discovering the future
in the present characteristics of a given individual. 1 7
The characteristics noted by Viktor Lowenfeld are:
fluency of :trnagina tion and expression; highly developed
sensibility, especially in regard to movement and space ;
intuitive quality of imagination; directness of expression ,
and a high degree of self-identification with subject matter
and media .
The artistic temperament is a blend of a suPersensitivity to any form of stimulus, visual or perceptive ,
ideational or sensory, and a certain aspect of personality
known as uers@vera nce , combined with a quality of intellect
which perceives the reality beneath appearances .

It is the

ability to pull the whole environment :tnto a meanful focus
and to follow through with constructive ac tion .
The definition of artistically gifted in Chapter I
grew out of these observations .

It is repeated here:

17Alex1s Carrel , Man, Th~ Unknown (New York: Harper
and Brothers , 1935), p . 140 .
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The artistically gifted child is one whose mode of
thought and expression is sensory-s ymbolic rather than, or
in addition to , sensory-verbal, and whose rate of achie ving
proficiency in the art of

pi~torl al

or three-dimensional

expression is consistently greater than that of the majority
of children.
Needs of glfted children.

'rhe needs of exceptional

children have been discussed by Florence Goodenough:
1.

Security!

sense of belonging .

This is defined as the need. for a
The urge to belong , to be one of a

group, is one of the most basic of all human desires , regardless of the abilities and inabilities of the individ.ual •
• . • The exceptional child , regardless of class , is
particularly s ubj ect to the insecurity that comes from
awareness .Qf. being different . l8
2.

Capacity for self-g overnment:

The desire to

direct his own affairs , leads to the urge for independent
action, for freedom from unnecessary restraint .
).

Congenlal friends:

Because his interests are

likely to be different from those of most other children of
his own age , some help may be required in order to bring him
into

oont~ct

with a suitable number of other children whose

abilities do not differ too greatly from his own.
18
.
Goodenough ,

.QQ .

cit . , p . 22 .
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4.

Intellectual nourishment:

He needs direct contact

with a variety of adult activities and an ample supply of
interesting and ·neaty reading material.

.

• . • The modern educator is preoccupied. t-.ri th finding
media for "self-expression 11 en the part of the child; he
considers that the fleeting interest and desires of the
moment provide a sufficient guide to the content of the
child ' s education . He is likely to forget that inter-.
ests do not arise in a vacuum but are the products of
experience ( italics mine ] . The quality of this experi~
ence, its potency in arousing the child's wish to gain
more of it, is dependent not only upon the child ' s
general capacity and special propensities but also upon
external fac·tors wuich are subjeQt .to our control [ 1 talios
mine] .-rJ
.
Condit~ons

facilltating creativitY .

Environmental

factors are among the conditions conducive to creativity and
a re subject to the control of the teacher .

A general

atmosphere of quiet and contemplatlon is necessary.

Horace

spent half his time in the country and half in the city ,
thus combining the solace that comes from na ture with the
stimulus that comes from man .
A

soo~a!,

is desirable .

climate .Qf. cons1ste11t democratiQ atmospher$!.

The child should feel free to exert initiative

and to achieve self-determination within the framework of
awareness of the rights of other persons .
Ord§r and

disciplin~

are essential t'1hile providing for

initiative and originality , but should not be achieved at the
-t----leB'X'X'-peet=l-'tYt~~se--of

s pontane l. t y aner--n:mp-trati on.

2.5
Teachers
the answers .

m~

stimulat§ discovery by not knowing all

To counter questions with more questions stimu-

lates intellectual curiosity .

Opportunities and materials

for exploration are contributing factors .

'l'he quan tity of

the intellectual material is less important than its appropriateness.

It should be geared to the child ' s ability ,

interests, and maturity .
Creatiyit~

is stimulated

~appreciation

and sup-

pressed by indifference or negative criticism, thus teacherpupil evaluation procedures are recommended rather than e xtrinsio motivations .
Back,groung. and knowledge are esfaential to quality in
express io.n.

We can have facts without thinking but we cannot

have thinking without facts .

Originality and initiative

grow out of knowledge, not out of ignorance .
Creativ1ty 1.§. encouraged 12i£. giving examinations
~for

preatiyity .

~

Asking students to explain, analyze ,

identify and criticize rather than to choose correct answers
is valuable creative thinking .
In a very real sense, creativity is taught by encouraging children Qs natural tendencies to look and to listen , to
experiment, to question, to wonder, to relate, to be flexible ,
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and spontaneous; to e.nalyze, abstrac·t and synthesize; to push
beyond the facts ; and to use imagination . 20
To grow means to look for improvement in what has been
achieved through previous effort , and to look ahead to more
challenging goals .
~

mean1ni of enrichment .

Educators often tend to

interpret enrichment as ap plicable only within the selfcontained classroom .

No such interpretation is implied by

the use of the term .

Enrichment simply means offering

greater opportunity for growth to children whose rate of
growth is accelerated in any line , without removing them
from their age groups .
Enrichment should be provided for all children who
can profit from it whatever type of program they are in •
• • • Indeed if it be enrichment, acceleration in the
sense of becoming more and more separated from the
average group is inevitable, whether or not it is
recognized by name, and whether. or not the individual
meets classes in another school building . 21
It ts much more l~.kely ths.t an attitude of superiority \'lill develop if the gifted child is in a mixed
class . • • •
20 American Association for Gifted Children , Creatiy1~
.Qf. Gifted ~ ,lalent!pd CQ. t ldren (addresses by Paul \H tty ,
James iB~;~ Conant , and Ruth .:.Jtrang , Atlantic City meetings of
the American Association of School Administrators, February ,
1959 . ·Nc1w York: Bureau of Publication , Teachers College ,
Columbia University , 1959) , p . 23 .

~-------------2~1~,~ter , ~ Education

Children Qt
Aboy~-Average ~ . £.
(Lincoln, Nebraska: University of
Nebraska Press, 1956), pp . 42-43 .
Q[
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An exceedingly comrn on practice, and one far more
likely to produce snobs than a selected class, is to
have those in a single classroom divided into fast
learners, slow learners and perhaps, a middle group .
No situation could be devised which is better adapted
to making the bright child feel superior and the slower
one he is "dumb . "
• • • Enrichment is rarely encountered except ~n
specia;J...,. @lasses in which that is a def1n1 te
aim . 2
..
·•

· · Objectiyes .9!.. Ja..tl education.

Objectives of art·.. educa-

"

t'

tion for the gifted are the same as objectives for general
"
'

l

/

II

art education since artistically gifted children differ frbm
\

other children only in their degi'ee of interest or depth of \
involvement, and in the rate at which they achieve successful
expression.

In consideration of the aims of art education

Manfred Keller has had this to say:
Creativity is not merely a synonym for the produo-·
tion of works with artistic merit; 1 t -1as muoh;_,..mere
far reaching_ implications . It is the name.n -g'f\ren to the
Pl"Ocess of emergtng-·-·}d.eas -which ·entails ap q:i:'f~hend ing
new possibilities, senstng unprecendented s(·,J..u:d.ons ,
and conceiving unique concepts .
By accepting creativity from this broad point of
view , the scope of art education immediately takes on
much larger dimensions than is commonly realized . The
motivation of young people combined with the means and
instructions for visual creations of aesthetic merit
and a personal , expressive and skillful quality , is
only one [ italics in the original ] aspect of the total
aim of art education. Fundamentally its major concern
is to awaken , foster, and stimulate in students that
which ~nly · to~ , @f>b~n remains unchallenged in the course
22

(
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of an average school day:
creative abil1ty . 23

their inoate { ttalics mine]

To better understand the problem it is first necessary to examine the two most dj stino ti ve c-:vlP.:s through
which the child emerges in regard to ~ is creative
responses during his school life . First , the child,
for the most part , during his early school life is
responsive to his desire to create . At this stage in
the child ' s development it is important that this
desire to create be nurtured and encouraged or the
child soon may fall prey to the misconceived notion
that his ideas a.re of little importance, and disre gard for creative activities is usually the Y"esult .
Second , the child , as he approaches adolescence , tends
to become more and more cautious toward his desire for
creative explor~tion . Most often at this stage the
origlnali ty of the child 1 s work suffers due to the lack
of confidence in his ability to produce work that he
feels is socially acceptable . •• • Therefore , · !hore
positive action is an absolute necessity from an educational standpoint in order to help restore each child ' s
faith in himself . He is more than l}ust a member · of
society, he is an individual, unique in himself , capable
of creative expression and productivity . H~LLis valuable
to society because he is worthy of hlmself . 2 ·
-:..;.-"'···~""""'

.:.

A

group of researchers headed by James Mursell

h~ve

~.,.,.··

listed the following as objectives for
1.
2.
}.

4.

ar~

education:

to elicit and develop discriminating emotional
responsiveness in connection with artistic
undertakings of all kinds;
'··\.
to elicit and develop an individualized and
\
personal quality in the learner ' s responses
\
and in all his work;
to elicit and develop the ability to utilize and )
respond to form in works or art , not as an
,
isolated factor to be studied and classified /
independently, but as an expressive vehicle; ,..
to elicit and develop a desoriminating sensit1vity
to the medium in which the aesthetic design.' is
. fashioned;
.,,... "'. ···
...... ...,. ........-......

.~~"'"

"(.

23K eiler, £Q. gli ., pp . 2 8-32 .
24 Everett Payne, Jr . , 11 Art and Wholeness, 11 §.9hool Arts ,
57:26, May , 1958 .
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to elicit and develop personal satisfaction in
the aesthetic process itself ;
to elicit and develop a wish to share with others
aesthetic experiences and achievements , and to
find satisfaction in their responses to one ' s
endeavors . 25

.') .

6.

The main objectives in art education are the progress
---

..-

and -learning in aesthetic · insight .9.nd. power, · increasing power
to discriminate and respond to essential aesthetic values and
to realize these values in action .

I

Technical or intellectual

progress , advance 1n sheer skill and dexterity , or in knowl -

I

/

edge about the arts , or in capacity to analyze an art work

1
i
\

'

structurally or historically, must be regarded as secondary .

\

The essence of aesthetic process 1s the "objectification or .
projection of emotional experience in and through organized
design .

The point and function of the design is that it

embodies and renders public a way of feeling . 26 .

//

- . / Objectives for §UPplementary programs .

O.bjectives

/or the supplementary program are the same as for general
j art education , with the following organizational changes

I · recommended

I

to facilitate realization of the objectives:

Increased opportunity for individualized instruction, provision of larger blocks of time in order to facilitate a
more satisfactory completion of projects under pursuit , and

\\

25

1------~----"'-tJcaa'mmeess--rtM~1.~ 1 0bjeot1ves

.

~

~
I

for a.rt Education, II
~ ~ f:lanagemeJ:l...t. .Qf. Understanding , Forty-f1~th· ''Yearbook of the
Nat1ortal. .Society for the Study of Educo.tion (Chicago , Illinois:
University of Chicago Press , 1946 ),. p . 203 .
.....

- -

26Ib1d ., pp . 202 a 03 .

4

q ...
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opportunity to compete with others of similar capacity making for habits of industry and efficient work .

CHAP~rER

III

THE QUE STIONNAIRE
The basis for this investigation was the rec ognized
need for guide-lines for the development of a progl'am in the
visual and manipulative arts for the "artistically g:tfted 11
elementary child .
In order to form such guide-lines , it was necessary
to know what was already being done for artistically gifted
children throughout the country and to determine , by a survey of authoritative opinions, the nature of these programs .
The questionnaire form was chosen as a means of
obtaining such information .

In an effort to incil.ude all pos-

sible aspects of the programs . both positive and negative ,
the que stions were developed under the following general
sections:
1.

General Infor!l'.a t1on .

2.

Identification of the Artistically Gifted .

).

Problems Effecting the Artistically Gifted in the
Self·~contained

4.

Classroom Art 31 tuation .

Positive Values of the Programs .

5. Possible Negative Results of the Programs .
6.

Possible Controls to be Considered .
on .

8.

Classroom Procedures .

9.

Exhibitions for the Artistically Gifted .
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The questionnaire was sent to personnel selected by use of
the following criteria:
1.

Experts in the field of art education as indicated by virtue of their having been chosen as
advisory editors to Schoo.l. Arts Magazj.ne .

This

gave representation scattered throughout the
United States and Canada .
2.

Personnel mentioned in educational literature as
having contributed in some way to a program for
artistically gifted children .

This included

educators and museum personnel .

3.

A group of art

educ a~ o rs ,

and museum personnel

known not to have any such program .

This was an

attempt to determina :philosophical or cfrcumstantial reasons for this lack .
The age level of the children engaged in these programs
was not mentioned in the literature; therefore the questionnaire results did not always pertain to elementary children
but to programs for artistically gifted children of various
school ages .

However , it was felt by this investigator that

many of the problems are similar at all ages and thus it is
wise to develop an elementary program in focus with a broader
view .
ecause the questionnaire was being sent to both those
who were already engaged in some type of program for the
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artistically gifted as well as those who were nott it was
necessary to devise some kind of system whereby the same
questionnatre could be used for both .

The device of two

parallel vertical columns labeled A and B was chosen .
A

column 1tlas to be filled in

by

The

those with an existing

prog:r·am and the B column by those with none .
Each column was further divided into four degrees of
significance:

(l ) of great significance , (2) of some sig-

nificance t (3) of little significance, and (4) of no s1gnif.1 cance .
In the selectlon of the questions and possible answers
an

"'-'+>fort

was made to include multiple aspects of

a

given

problem , together with spaces for further suggestions .
Since the questionnaire material became quite lengthy ,
it was recommended that legal size paper of sufficient weight
to take printing on both sides be used .

This was done .

An accompanying letter was prepared and ·typed so that
a first-copy could be mailed to each participant .

The pur-

pose of the letter was two-fold; first , to obtain the completed
questionnaire , and second , to obtain any other information in
regard to supplementary programs for the artlstically gifted
which the participants may have recommended .
When it became apparent that less than fifty per cent
~-----H~~~oii~

line extended one week.

letter was sent and the dead-

This br ought an additional response .
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A total of fifty-seven questionnaires were mailed .
Three of these failed to reach their destinations as the
participants were ei t her out of the country or deceased .
Letters were received from

secreta~ies

to this effect .

A

total of twenty-nine were completed and returned for scoring .
Seventeen of these were from people currently engaged in some
kind of program for

~artistically

gifted children" and twelve

were from other personnel not so engaged .

A total of five

responded, either by letter or by returning the blank questionnaire , with a notation that their time
to be able to complete it .
directors .

~ras

too limited

These five were all museum

Four professors pesponded that the questions

were too difficult to answer without explication .

A total

of sixteen did not respond at all .
rrable I , page 35 , was designed to show this numerically
and by percentage .
General i nformation .

'I1his

section of the questionnaire

was designed to gain information of a general nature .
rrhe first question was:

How many elementary schools

do you have in your school district?

This question was asked

in order to ascertain the approximate number of schools which
would come under any one supervisor ' s or director ' s general
guidance .
Of the seventeen persons engaged 1n gifted programs ,
fourteen of these were art supervisors or directors in the

TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF BSSPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNA IRE

To tall
Maileki

57

Total
Completing
for Column

Total
Completing
for Column

A

B

17

12

• 298.%

lOO%

<---+--- . 509%

Total
:aeturned
Insuffiei.ent Time

Total
Returned
Too Difficult to
Answer

5

4

3

, 087.%

• 0707.,

. 053%

. 210%
(

)

I

Total
Not
Returned

Des·t1tlae- -~t-fori .s

16

• 280,%

_______ . 491%

)

Total Q. Not Completed

Total Q. Completed
<

Total
Failing
to Reach

. 719%

)

Total Response
~ - - -- -- -- - - ~ · --- - ~ - -~--~~ - ----

NOTE : Column A was completed by personnel presently engag ed in supplementaty programs for nartistically giftecJu children.
Column B was completed by personnel not so engaged .

'vJ
\J\

j.

J6
public schools .

They reported a total of 17 , 538 schools .

They reported for a total of twelve cities; ten in the United
States and two in Canada .

The large number of schools

reported was largely due to one return from Canada, \\There
the education is

c~ntralized

under a state department .

This

educator reported a total of 15 , 700 schools . for his district .
The remaining 1 , 746 schools were claimed by nine American
educators .
t h:eee

~~Jere

Of the seventeen persons reporting in Column A,
professors of e.rt education .

Two of these were

reporting on a special ·university class for twenty high
school seniors.

One professor reported for a community -

sponsored program in his city which maintained twelve centers .
The total number of cities represented by the seventeen
participants was fourteen .
Of the twelve participants not engaged in gifted
programs , four were art supervisors or directors reporting
for a total of 210 school s in four cities .

Seven were profes-

sors and one was a museum director, reporting for six cities
and mentioning two universj_ty centers for artistically gifted
children from the

publ~c

schools .

Column B participants

reported for a total of ten cities .
Table II , page

~ -a: ,

shows the numerical totals of

schools , cities , and art centers reported by art supervisors ,
;H:>e-e-rors , museum d!rectors , and professors of art education.

.J---- ----4<r.
-

A cumulat i ve total of twenty ··n1ne persons answered.
the

ques tion~·

How many schools do you have in your school
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district?

Eighteen of these were supervisors or directors ,

ten were professors of art education, and one was a museum
director .

They reported for a total of twenty-four cities .

The eighteen supervisors or directors reported for a total
of 17,748 public schools .

The ten professors and one museum

director reported a total of fourteen art centers for public
school children which were supported. either c1 vicly or by
universities .

The schools in the Untted States under the

supervision of one art supervisor or dire c t or ranged in
number from twenty-two to 600 .

This would in11cate that the

cities engaged in programs for gifted children were somewhat
large in size .

Probably the significant factor here would be

the number of children in need of such help within a partieular district, although former studies have already shown
that programs are dependent upon many related factors such
as financial status of t he district , availability of trained
personnel , fac111ties , and the amount of interest generated
by an enthusiastic leader .

1

Question two which asl<ed was , "Does your district have

a program for children gifted in art?" was a check to determine whether or not the participant was reporting in the
proper column .

Seventeen of the participants reported that

Robert J . Havighu.rst , "Community Factors in the Education of the Gifted , " Educatlon for ..t.h§. gifted , Pifty-seventh
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education ,
Part I I (Chicago , Illinois! University of Chicago Press ,
1958) , pp . 386-94 .
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TABLE II
NUNERICAL TOTALS OF SCHOOLS , CI'fiES , AND AL T CENTERS
HAVING ART PROGRA1'-1S FOR GIFTED REP ORTE D BY ART
SUPERVI30RS , DI RECTORS , MUSEUM DIRECTORS
AND PROFESSORS OF AH1r EDUC NL'ION
Column A Column B
Total Supervisors or Dire ctors
Reporting

Columns
A & B

14

4

18

17 , 538

210

17 t 748

12

4

16

3

7

10

1

1

2

6

8

Total Art Centers Reported by
Professors and I'1 useum Di rectors

13

2

14*

Total Cities Rep orted by Art
Supervisors or Directors ,
Museum Directors and Professors of Art Ed ucati on

14

10

24·

Total Sc hools Rep orted by
Supervisors or Directors
Total Cities Rep orted by
Supervis ors or Directors
11otal Professors Reporting
Total Museum Directors
B.ep orting
Total Cities Rep orted by Profes sors a nd Museum Directors

NOTE t Column A was completed by pe ~.·so ns engaged in
supplementary programs for "artistically gifted" children .
Column B was completed by personnel not so engaged .

* This row did not add correctly due to the fact that
one professor reporting for Column B was reporting for the
same center as mentione d in Column A.

3:9
they did have a program for artistically gifted thus assuring
that they

~'iere

reporting in the proper column .

Of the persons not engaged in programs for gifted
children , five were professors who did not complete the question .

Two professors reported in Column B because they were

not employed by a school district .

They did , however , have

programs or creative classes at their universities .

These

were designed to benefit the children for the public schools .
Question three was:

"Do you think that there is a need

for a program for children gifted in art?"

The answers are

summarized as follows:
There was considerable agreement on the part of those
answering the questionnaire concerning the need for art pro grams for the artistically gifted . · '11here were nineteen such
programs reported; all but one of the participants in this
study indicated the desirability of special programs for
artistically gifted children .

Six of the twelve respondents

who were not engaged in any supplementary programs believed
the programs to be desirable .

The four t'lhO failed to answe r

the question did not , however , deny a need .
Re§ROnsibilitx for

su~plementar¥

art orograms .

To the

question regarding responsibility for supplementary programs ,
the following were possible answe rs:

school·; home; community

service groups such as the city recreation c1epartment , Sc outs
or Campfire , museum associations, or artists ' associations.

The participants were instructed that more than one
answer would indicate that a combination of answers was
being recommended .
The seventeen who were engaged in supplementary art
programs all believed it to be the responsibility of the
school .

Fifteen indicated also the desirability of some

responsibility being assumed by museum associations , and ten
indic a ted the home should accept some responsibility .
indicated artist ' s associations as being capable of
1ng responsibility .

Nine

accept~

Six thought some responsibility should

fall to the community recreation department and four would
include Scouting and Campfire programs .

Two indicated that

responsibility could be assumed by the community, not indicating which agenc y within the community; this was assumed to be
civic .

One recom:nended institutions of higher learning as

desirable due to the superior qualifications of personnel .
Seven of the twelve persons reporting who were not
engaged in supplementary programs , indicated that school and
museum associations could be the agencies to assume the
responsibility for programs for artistically gifted children.
F'our of the others indicated the home , three designated the
community recreation program , two suggested artist ' s associations, one ·:)couts or Campfire , and two the un1versi ty .
~------------~XH~~~I ,

page

~~i~~~cal

tion of answers to the question of responsibility .

distribuTable III
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shows that a combinEtion of the school and other agencies ,
in particular the museum association , the home, artist ' s
association , and civic bodies may well work together on a
I

project for artistically gifted chlldren .

Three persons

answering the questj.onnaire emphasized in marginal notations
that they believed that programs for artistically gifted
children .s hould be worked out through the close relationship
between the school and the museum .
tact with works of ar t aids

groi~th

They believed that conin aesthe t ic awareness .

Kinds of programs represented .

Of the seventeen

persons responding , fourteen indicated that they were
engaged in separ<::t te supplementary art programs ; but ten
indicated that they also had enrichment within the self ..
contained classroom .

One pers on reported enrichment without

any separate supplementary program .

Two of the persons

engaged in separate supplementary programs indicated that
enrichment v1as desirable in so far as possible , an ide al not
always attainable or practical .

Nine of the seventeen

respondents had a combination of enrichment plus a separate
supplementary program .

The supplementary programs mentioned

by the participants included one sponsored by the city of
Miami, Florida, and one was a university sponsored class for
twenty high school seniors from the high schools of New York
City .

The remaining twelve programs were sponsored by the

public schools .
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TABLE III
NUl\'IE RICAL DI STRIBUTION OF AN Sltv'ERS INDICATING AGENCIES
OR ORGANI ZATIONS RECOM:'ENDED TO A'"'SUME
RE SP ONSIBILITY FOB ART PROGRAMS FOR
ARTISTICALLY GIFTED CHILDREN

Column A

Column B

Columns
A&B

a.

School

17

7

24

b.

Home

10

4

14

c.

Recreation Program

6

3

9

d.

.3 couts or Campfire

4

l

.5

e.

Museum Associations

f.

15

7

22

Artist ' s Associations

9

2

11

g.

Civic Programs

"'"'

h.

University Programs

1

2
2

3

NOTE: Column A was completed by persons presently
engaged in programs for artistically gifted children .

Column B was completed by persons not so engaged .
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Seven out of the twelve not engaged in any such program , failed to answer this question .

This was probably due

to the fact that the question was directed primarily to those
who were

v~esently

engaged in a program .

Of the five who did

answer , two reported creative classes at the un1ve:c·sity level ,
one recommended a special class with a special teacher, and
one recommended a combination of enrichment and a separate
supplementary program

One recommended only enrlohrnent .

Table IV , page 44 , shows the numerical distribution
of the answers to the question regarding types of programs
now in existence .
Enrichment w1 thin the self-contained classroom is
enc01.1raged , wherever possible and practical; however , there
is just as much emphasis in favor of a combination of enrichment and a supplementary program .
Identification Q[ the artispically gJfted .

Of the

seventeen persons engaged in supplementary programs, eeven
thought there was and seven felt there was not sufficient
e vidence available for the identification of the artisticaLly
gifted .

One person made a marginal notation that evidence

for identification was incomplete but ad.e quate .
Of the twelve people not representing programs in
existence

five felt that there was su:ff1c:1ent evjdence ,

four felt that there was not , and three failed to respond to
the question .
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TABLE IV
NUMERICAL DI STRIBUTION OF AN~WERS SHOWING (.rY2ES OF PB.OGRAMS
NOW IN EXI STENCE FOR ARTISTICALLY GIFTED CHILDREN

Column A

(1) Separate Supplementary

Column B

Columns
A & B

14

4

18

(2)

Classroom Enrichment

10

2

12

(3)

Classroom E;nt-1 c hme n:c
only

1

1

2

7

3

10

9

1

10

(4)

'eparate Supplementary
only

(.5) Combination of Enrich-

ment and Separate
Supplementary

NO'l E: Column A was completed by persons presently
engaged in programs for artistically gifted children .
1

Column B was completed by persons not so engaged .
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Apparently this is a question about which no conclusion can be based , since all personnel involved seemed
sharply divided on this subj ect .
Usefy~

gifted .

methods

~O r

Adentification of the art1stica1lx

The possibilities allowed to the oarticipants con-

cerning the identification of the artistically

g~fted

were :

standardized aptitude tests ; Goodenough ' s "Draw-a-Man Test ; "
Lowenfeld ' s evidence of ideational fluency ; classroom teacher ' s judgment based upon observed performance and art istic
pro :3. ucti on ; art co-ordinator • s , director ' s , or supervisor ' s
judgment based upon observed performance and artistic productionj parental judgment based upon observed performanc e
and artistic production ; intelligence quotient ; and other
suggestions .
The participants were asked to check the degree of
significance allotted to each answer:

(1) of great s i g -

nificance , (2 ) of some significance , ( J ) of little significance , and ( Lr ) of no significance .

Rarely did any one

category receive a check by a l l participants .

In some cases

the persons checked only those which they felt had some sig nificance .

Therefore , the balance of the participants who

failed to check answers could be assumed either to have fel t
that the item had no si nificance

or that

the~

did n ot

sufficient knowledge about an i t em to have an opinion .

hav~e----------~

It
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was difficult to draw conclusions on tbis evidence excepting
on the answers

~'lhich

as

or great significance , or as having little or

having~

were checked by mos;t of the participants

l1Q. significance .

Of the seventeen persons engaged in programs of this
kind, sixteen of them felt that the art supervisor ' s judgment was of great or some significance .

Fourteen felt that

the classroom teacher ' s judgment was of great or some
nificance .,

sig ~

Nine persons indicated that the intelligence

quotient was of some or great importance , and seven approved
Lowenfeld ' s evidence of ideational fluency .

Parental judg-

ment was considered of some or great significance by seven
of the persons answering and of little or no significance by
seven persons .

;3tandardized apt1 tude tests were considered

of little or no significance by nine of the participants .
Three persons recommended committee judgments based upon a
series of products in various media .

One person gave the

consideration of self-identification by expression of interest first significance .
Of the twelve persons answering who we r e not engaged
in any program but were giving their recommendations , eleven
felt that the art supervisor ' s judgment was of great or some
importance in the selection of the artistically gifted child .
+------.t!r-3~Tit~fl:'1ee-lrt

that t;he---cJ::assroom teacher was capable of reach-

ing this decision .

Seven felt that Lowenfeld ' s evidence of
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ideational fluency was of some or great significance .

Four

felt that intelligence was of some significance; six felt
that it was of little or none .

Standardized aptitude tests

were considered of little or no significance by five of the
twelve , and parental judgment was considered of little or no
significance by seven of the twelve.

One person gave the

judgment of a committee first significance

1wo felt that

self-identification by expression of interest was very
important .

Three other answers were written in as sugges -

tions and given first significance :

Guilford •s test of

ideational fluency , Myers-Briggs Personality Inventory , and
a special art teacher ' s judgment .
These persons engaged in programs as well as those
not so engaged felt that the judgment of the art .s upervisor
and the clas sroom teacher were of some or great significance
in the identification of the artistically gifted child .
Those people having had experience in such programs gave
less importance to standardized aptitude tests and Goodenough ' s
Draw-a-Man Test .

They seemed sharply divided on the use of

intelligence tests and parental judgment .

Some importance

was given to self -identification through an expression of
interest and the more recent

~esearch

feld on ideational fluency .

The ansNers from h through m,

of Guilford and Lowen-

Table V, page 48 , were suggestions written in on the ques tionnaire by participants and were given first s i gnificance
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TABLE V
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS SHOWING DEGREES OF
JSIGNIFICANCE FOR .JACH METHOD '"'OR IDENTIFICATION
OF THE ARTISTICALLY GIFTED

----

........ -

Methods f or Identification
__ ...Qf~i~rt i stica l l y Gifted

Column A
(1)

(2)

())

Column B
(4) (1) (2) (3)

141

a.

Stanctardized Aptit ude
Tests

2

4

.5

l.}

3

b.

Goodenough ' s Draw-a-Man
Test

2

3

'+

5

4

c.

Lowenfeld ' s Evidence of
Ideational Fl uency

1

6

4

J

4

2

d.

Classroom Teacher ' s
Judgment

8

6

2

5

3

e.

Art Supervisor ' s Judgment 10

6

6

5

f.

Parental Judgment

2

5

6

1

3

4

3

g.

In~elligence

3

6

5

4

3

3

h.

Committee Judgme nt

2

1·.

Consistency in Qua lity
Group Judgment

1

j .

iJelf-Identification
by Interest

1

k.

Guilford ' s Test of
Ideational Fluency

1

1.

Myers-Briggs Pers ona lity
I nventory

1

m.

Special Art Teache ...
Judgment

1

Quotient

<:

!

1

2

1

1

2

completed by pers~try~----------~
engaged in programs for '•art istically g ifted" childre.n .
Column B was comple t e d by persons not so engage d .

+-------------~~,~E~:--~c~ol~m~las

Under Columns A and B above: (1) of great significance , (2) of some significance , (3 ) of little significance ,
and (4) of no significance .
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by them .

These items may have received more emphasis had

they been on the original questionnaire .
Persons who seleqt the artistically gifted .

To the

question , "Who should select the g1fted? 11 there were the fol-·
lowing possible answers:

recommendation of the classroom

t eacher based upon observed performance and artistic production; recommendatton of the art co-ordinator , director or
supervisor , based upon observed performance and artistic
production; recommendation of the parents based upon observed
performance and artistic production; recommendation of the
adrr.1n~ 'J.r~t or

based upon observed performance and ar tistic

production; pupil ' s own expression of interest; and other
suggestions .
The question yielded much the same
previous que st l on.

infor r~ tion

as the

Of the seventeen persons ansttrering

~ho

were engaged in gH'ted programs , fifteen gave equal importance
to the art coordinator ' s or supervisor ' s judgment and the
pupil ' s

O\•m

expression of interest , in the selection of the

children for participation in a supplementary art program .
The classroom teacher ' s judgment was also considered of
great or some importance • . The administrator ' s judgment was
c.dmsidered of some or great importance by ten of the pa.rt1c1··
~>ents .

Evidently it

~-ras

felt that parents were less likely

to be aware of giftedness or less objective in their judgment since eight of the participants felt that parental

.50

judgment was of little or no importance; five felt that it
was of sbme oignificance .

One person added the sugge s tion

that committee judgment based upon progre ss a nd personality
was of first importance .
Hespo:adents who we r·e not engaged in prog r a ms for
gifted childre n expre ssed much the same opinions
persons who were conducting such programs .

a~

those

Three persons

wrote in on the questionnaire that committee judgments
based upon a series of artistlo products in various media
was of great significance .

Had this item been on the origi -

nal questionnaire , i t may have received more emphasis .

How-

ever , it was felt that when u combination of answers received
equal or simila r emphasis , that this was an indication of a
recommendation for a group selection.

'rable VI , page .51 ,

shows numerical distributions of answers for this question .
The judgment of the art supervisor , coordinator or
director was respected by both groups for lmow1ng art talent .
Next in importance in the selection. of the arti s tically
gifted was the pupil ' s own expression of intere st .

Third in

lmp orbance as indicated by those answering the questionnaire ,
was the recommendation of the classroom teacher in the selec tion of the artistically gifted chlld .
too, was considered capable of

maki!~

The administrat or ,
this judgment but his

inion was considered important by fewer per>3ons answering
the questionnaire .

Four of the persons answering the
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TABLE VI
NUI"'EB.ICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ANS\1/:~RS 3HOHING :>SB.SONS
RECOMMENDED FOR ~)ARTICIPl. TION IN THE SELECTION
OF TT{E ARTISTICALLY GIFTED

Person Recommended to
Select Artistically Gifted

Column A
(J) {2)

Column B

())

(4)

(1)

(2)

1

1

5

4

.5

6

(3l_Qrl

a.

Classroom Teacher ' s
Judgment

8

.5

b.

Art Coordinator ' s , Supervi sor t Director ' s Judgment 11

4

c.

Parental Judgment

2

3

7

1

1

3

2

4

d.

Administrator ' s Judgment

J

7

1

1

2

2

3

3

e.

Pupil ' s Own Expression
of Interest

11

L~

1

3

7

1

f.

Committee Judgment Based
Upon Progress & Personality 1

g.

Committee Judgment a sed
Upon a Sel''ies of Products

3

h.

Special Art 'reacher ' s
Judgment

1

1

NO'rE: Column A was completed hy persons presently
engaged in programs for "arti stically gifted 11 children .
Column B was completed by persons not so engaged .
Under Columns A and B above: (1) of great significance, (2) of some significance , (J) of little significance,
and (4) of no significance .
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questionnaire were in favor of committee judgment based upon
a series of rroducts in various media .

Had this been on the

original form it may have received more emphasis .

The per-

sons most highly recommended for participation in the selection 6f the gifted were the art supervisor , and the classroom teacher together with the pup1l ' s · own expression of
interest .
/

/

Problems effecping the gifted in the self-conta.ineg

clas§ .

/~roblems

/

To the question , "Which of the following are evident
effecting the artistically gifted in the present

self-conta.l.ned classroom art situati on7" the following were
possible answers:

.I

I

Simplification of subj ect matter to con-

form to the "average n level of performance; limita tion as to

/
I
t

j

handling and use of materials due to l arge classes; limi ta~

'

f

I

tion as to variety of ma terials due to limited budget;

/

simplification of s ubj ect matter due to short.3.ge of trained
personnel; under-achieving due to lack of a challenge;

I

development of attitudes of boredom, indifference , arr ogance ,

\

sloppiness hl the gifted due to lack of a challenge; develop-

\

ment of flights into day-dreaming

I

\

detachment , and withdrawal

due to boredom, insecurity, etc . ; development of anti-social

~

\

.P~~avior
\

\

due to boredom ; and_ other suggestions .

Thirteen·
p~ogpams

of

the seventeen pereons representing present

indicated the two problems of greatest significance

effecting the gifted in the self-contained classroom were

I

I
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limitations due to large classes , and a shortage of trained
personnel .

1'en of them indica ted that under-achieving was a

s ignificant problem, probably caused by simplification of
subject matter lead.ing to the development of a ttitudes of
boredom and indifference .

Flights into day-dreaming were

not considered significant problems but in some cases even
an indication of creative thinking .

Anti-social behavior

apparently was not considered a Droblem with the artistically
g ifted .
The opinions of personnel not engaged in programs for
artistically gifted children were in accord with t hose who
were already so engaged .

•rwo other sugges tl ons Nere added

by participants and may have received more emphasis had they
been on the ortr.inal form .

These rflere peer-pressure for

confor mity to non-artistic pursuits, which was g iven first
s ignificance by four persons adding notat ions to the ques tionnaire; and time limitation in the art classes .
Table VII , page 54» shows numerical distribution of
answers for this question .

The two most evident problems

effecting the gifted in the self-contained classroom were
limitations due to large classes and the shortage of teachers
trained for tea ching the g ifted .

Budget shortages which

cre a te limitations in the varie t y of materials were next in
importance .

Under-ac hieving was an evident r:oblem , probably

a result of large classes and time limita tions; attitudes of
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TABLE VII
NUl'lER ICAL DI S TRIBUTION OF ANSWERS S HOHING DEGHEES OF
3 1GNIFICANCE FOR PROBLE t1S EFFECTING THB. GI FTED
IN THE SELF-CONTAINED CLJ\.33

==============================================--Problems Effecting the
Column A
Column B
Gifted ln the Classroom

(1) (2) ('3} (4) (1) (2) {J) (4)

a.

Simplification of
Subject Matter

5

b.

Limitations due to
Large Classes

8

o.

Limitations due to
Limited Budget

6

d.

Simplifica tion of SubJect Shortage of
'rrained PerBons

e.

10

Under-achieving due to
Lack of a Challenge

4

3

1

1

3

1

2

8

2

1

3

3

1

3

1

1

8

1

1

5

1

2

6

2

1

2

Deve lopment of Attitudes
of Boredom, Indifference

3

5

1

3

5

4

g.

Development of Flights
Into Day-dreaming

2

2

2

3

1

2

5

1

h.

Development of Antisocial Behavior

3

2

3

1

3

4

1

i.

Peer Pressure for Conformity to Non-artistic
Pursuits

j.

Time limitations

k.

Incompetent Teaching
Personnel

1

1.

Lack of Desirable
Pmg,nalitY rrrai,ts

1

2

-1------------J'>I-I~~__.,n:r.~I;-Wrm:-A---was-e ompl~t-ed by

1

"*

..,_

persons presently

engaged ln programs for '•artistically giftedn children .
Column B was completed by persons not so engaged .
Under Columns A and B above! (1) of great significance, (2 ) of some significance , ( 3) of little sj.gnif1cance ~
and (4 ) of no significance .

5.5
arJ.~og:rr;.nn('.',

lncUff:'er:~nce

and slopplno::>G dt;velop1ng along with

s:tri!pliflcution of ::mbJcct matter.

Ar.ttl·~soc1a1

behrw1o:e was

nc:t eorY'ide:>:'e<'l ;Jn :1.mportoxJ.t problem in the art1E>tlcoJ.. 1y
,r<;1fted.; <':trld fllghts 1nto day·-ch•eg.mlng wee(; even cons1c1ered

lndicRtions of crentive Phility •
.£'.2:~> 1 t

1'.£.§. ::z ~.:t Jl.ill.§.

the-:; quewL5 on,

11

gJ:.

V.Jh:iGh of

s hll?lliQJJlr~a.tfll.:.Y

t~J.e

_§._r t

'r o

.Lll:£1.~@...

follov1lng ure positive vD.lueB

dsrj_ved from p::trt1o1[Xl.t ion of tl1e gLfted tn a su:[Yplemnnto.ry
prog:r·~~m.?

11

c~hall er.l[';e

the following ans11Jers were possible:

Creates

~J.

for cap::-t'bilitie G; s timul:l. tes self-development

tuc'LH-: of cr nfidenoe, seourl ty and adequacy; :l.noreases pace

h8.ndling of toolg and tecl.miqueB; encour:::tges cro:ss-·
fertilization of ideas; deters 9Sychologlcal tension in the
e:U'ted t·'rhic!1 may oocux• in the norm<:\1 assocl tton with the
les~~

glfted,

(attitudes of inferl.orlty becam;e of belng d:l.f-

fere:nt); develops capabilit:L's in tht::- pos 1 ti ve di reet;lon of
lea.cler:sh:l.p; fosters problem-nol v:l.:ng prooes sec and tectmJ.ques
of effective thLnking t·Jhicl1 may carry over lnto

oth~'3r

areas

of 1c<Jrn:l.ng; provL'ies qualified personnel for the .instruction of the gifted who might otherl.vhse seek 1nstrt-lct1on

from.~~~~~

unqualif'J..ed personnel; develops respect for· tl1e dignlty and
worth of the ind 1 vldual; and other suggefJt ions.

Of

tht~

seventeen reunondents havinp; programs for

artistically gifted children, sixteen felt that its value
vrus ln cl:1allenf;ing tile cayabjJ.:i.t:l.er:J of tl1e ch1.1d:cen..
nLBo

f~:3lt

that tfl.er·c'

of leorn1.ng.

w8.£l

an lncreaso .in

Of the ;:;eventeen

per~wnG

tl:10

Tt1.ey

pace r::tncl depth

B.nnwerirl{.S, fourteen

lndi(;:Jted t;:: ':rt; two c:ldvantages we:ce the ctevelopmo:o.t of

con~

f:idenc:e, :,,(:;curity, rm.d aJ.equae;y-; and the :oroviDlcm of
qua11.fif~d

oer'c30nnel f'or work 1vl.th the glfted.

;:;cns

ti'lc't the :tr

fc~l t

pror~:r;)

Fifteen pt:n'-

.,..,::; p:r-ovlded opnortunity for growth

in the harulling of tools and the development of techniques.
Developw0nt of r-•::Jf>p.::-ct for the individual as Nell as fosr,(:'::.'-

s~gniflcance

by twelve respondents.

leadership potential,

direction, and

voc~tional

1Jy ole:ven o:f the parttcipl'lrl'cs.

The development of

~C'he

~elf-

respondentE3 felt tlmt

prevention of osyuh.ologioal tem1ion v1J'as of little importn.nce.

One pf! :·;c;on felt

tht~ t

;.:;upplew.entary

p:roror:·~.ms

helped to pt1.t the

whole environment into a more meaningful focus through

increased depth of involvement and pursuit.

progr~ms,

who answered the above question, eleven felt that

the challenge for capabilities was the moot significant

--,------vtx-:tuc-;.

Dl'"~-ve--l-op::nBnt-nt'-cmnf1c1e:nce,

8ecur1.ty, ::nJcl:-au.equacy vvere

considered to be of some or great importance by ton.

Of

5'?
EJ.lmo~;t

equal value were th.e four items:

increase 1n pace

and depth of learning, the fo2tering of problem-solving
techniques, encouragement of cross-fertilization of ideas,
and the provision of qualified personnel for the gifted.
filot:i.v<c:tton for vocat.1umJ.1 dj_rcction and develo9mont of
1e~;.dr.:;:r'~Jh:\.p

by DL::;:

quulit;j_c;3

g:i.vcn some

"\'VEts

or

grc::.t r>ign:lfle<JrJce

One }Jf.)J:'son wrote :Ln the suggc;'Jt1on th:Jt

rcsponJ.r~ntr:>.

emph<:tr3:ts on C:Uvergent thll'lking was of <';reat import'lnec.

value of special classes in art for deterring
tension was debatable.

~able

l.he

psychologlc~l

VIII, page 58, shows the

numerical distribution of answers to this question.
If one considers th€ reactions of all who returned

answers to the questionnaire, the most significant value of
:::;upplemeYJtD.ry

:orogror<~B

1111C:W

provide for capabilities.
~:>eeur:l.

f8l t

to be the challenge they

Development of confidence,

ty, and adequewy; provi;J 1on of c:uallfied personnel

for instruction of the gifted, and the opportunity for
srowth in the u:e of toolG and techniques,
eqw:~l

EJ:.nph;:u:;1.;:1.

1

1~he

we~e

given almost

development of :or·cb1cm-solvlng pro-

cesses, and respect for the individual were considered other
lmportant values.
vocet1ons1

He fo

dir~~::ction

Jondc-mts eon:'l j de red ,ootlvut ion for

and the development of' l.eader;.;:;b1p as

less '" ign:l.f icunt, although the :.o;e, too, vJer ,. c:ons i.dered. among

----trre--p-osn:;J.ve v:::"tlues.
th::~t

Cme per:;on wrote· j_n tb.e 3uggest1 on

stress:1.ng of divergent th1nkinE

WUf:>

an lrnportc::.nt VD.l.uo,
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TABLE VIII
NUMER IC AL DI ST RI BUTION OF AW3HERS SHOW I NG DEGREES
S IGNI F IC ANCE FOR 'r HE P OS ITIVE VALUES OF A
SUP?.LEJ'1EN'rARY PROGRAM FOR THE GIFTED

a.

Positive Va lues of a
Supplementa ry Program
Challenges Capabilitie s

Column A

OF

Column B

(1) {2} (3) (4) (J. ) (2) (3) (4)

16

1

8

3

8

l

2

2

4

5

6

4

1

5

4

b.

Stimula t e s Selfdevelopment

6

5

5

c.

Motivates for Po s itive
Voca tional Di r ection

5

5

2

d.

Develops Attitudes of
Security and Confidence

8

6

2

e.

Increases Pace and Deoth
13
of Learning
-

3

f.

Enc ourages Growth in Handling Tools & •rechniques 9

6

1

1

3

4

4

g.

Encourage s Cr os sfertilization of Ideas

7

5

1

1

4

4

1

h.

Deters Psychological Ten- 2
sion in the Gifted

4

5

2

2

3

3

2

i.

Deve lops Ca pa bilitie s in
Direction of Leadership

3

8

1

2

1

5

2

2

j .

Fo s ters Problem-s olving
Processes

8

4

3

1

5

3

2

1

k.

Provides Qua lified
Personnel

11

3

5

3

3

1.

Develops Respect for
the Individual

10

3

5

1

2

m.

Puts Environment Into
More Meaningful Focus

1

n.

Stresses Diver ent

2

2

1

1

NOTE: Column A was completed by persons presently
engaged in programs for nartistically gifted,. children .
Column B was completed by persons not so e ngage d .
Under Columns A and B above: (1) of grea t si gnifica nce, (2) of some significance, (3) of little s i gnificance ,
and (4) of no s i gnificance .
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and one person stressed the value of the art experience in
helping children to pull the whole environment into a more
meaningful focus through increased depth of involvement and
pursuit .

The participants felt that deterring psychological

tension was of least importance .
Negatiye results of

supplement~~

art programs .

To

the question , "Which of the following are negative results
derived from a supplementary program for the gifted in art?"
the following were the possible answers:

Encourages atti-

tudes of superiority, snobbishness, and conceit in the
gifted; creates attitudes of inferiority , jealousy and
inadequacy in the less gifted; encourages schisms or formation of cliques rather than cooperation through mutual
respect; encourages undemocratic pract:tce by offering to one
group of children rights and privileges denied to others ;
leads to arbitrary selection based upon group pressures
rather than real ability; leads to abandonment of the art
program for all children; and other suggestions .
None of the possible negative results were considered
of great importance by persons presently engaged in programs
for gifted children .

Two items were given some significance

by two persons; the possible development of attitudes of
superiority , snobbishness and conceit in the gifted and the
possible abandonment of art for all children .

Those pos-

sible negative results thought to be the least significant
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were the dangers of encouragement of undemocratic practice
by offering to one group privileges denied to others , and
the danger of arbitrary selection based upon group pressures .
The other items were all considered of little or no significance .
Persons who were not engaged in programs for gifted
children seemed to be more concerned for the negative
results than were those so engaged .

Three of the respondents

with no programs felt that the danger of encouraging attitudes of superiority, snobbishness and conceit in the gifted
was of great significance .

Two persons felt that the cree.-

tion of attitudes of inferiority and inadequacy in the less
gi ft ed was of great significance , and that there was a great
danger that such programs could lead to arbitrary selection
based upon group pressure rather than real ability .

Each of

the other possible negative results were given first importance by at least one of the respondents of this group .

The

most significant; danger was thought to be the formation of
cliques or groups .

Of the twelve persons reporting , nine

checked most of the items as of little or no sign1.fioance .
The question of negative results showed more difference of opinion between the two groups of
did any previous question .

partioipa~ts

than

Apparently t he people not
ad more reservations and

fears regarding the possible negative results than did those
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people who had had experience with them .

This may merely

indicate that educators tend to fall into two opposing philosophical groups on this issue, or it may mean that experience allays fears.

However, neither group attributed much

importance to the possible negative results .
The negative result given most significance by those
engaged in such programs was the fear ·that they could possibly lead to the abandonment of art for all children , but
even so, only two respondents listed this as of some importance .

Two people also thought that there was a

dange~

of

developing at;t1 tudes of superiority, snobbisrmess and conceit in the gifted .

Least important was the fear that such

offerings might be undemocratic in that the programs offered
to one group of children rights and pri·V'ileges

d .;:i n ~ed

to others .

For those answering who v'Jere conducting no programs ,
the greatest fear of negattve results was the possibility of
the formation of cliques or groups.

The next important

negative result was the possibility that such selection could
become subject to group pressure leading to arbitrary selection rather than selection on the basis of real ability .
Next in importance among the negative results, listed by
three participants, was the danger of creating attitudes of
inferiority and inadequacy in the less gifted .
+--------'F.rl"'\R:-'F.--a-~m,~am

Two feared

might; be undemocratic and bhat

it might lead to the abandonment of the art program for all
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children .

One believed it might tend to become over-

intellectualized .

One suggested that it took money and

organized pressure to attain such a program .

This was not

actually a negative result but rather a possible deterrent-.
Table IX , page 63 , shows nwnerical distribution of
answers to this quest:l.on .

~vhile

these possible negative

results received emphasis by only three to five of the
twelve par ticipants it was an indication that these factors
need some consideration .

Al l of the possible negative

results were given little or no significance by most of the
twenty-nj.ne participants .

The formation of cliques was

thought to be the most significant negative result by the
combined groups .
Controls J..n...:tru! format 1 on of .§UJ2plementau art programs .

To the question , "Which of the follottJing are useful

as controls in the formation and operation of a supplementary
program? tf the possible answers were:

Careful co operative

selection of the gifted by teacher, supe rvisor, parents ,
and administrators based upon observe d performance and
artistic production; careful timing of the program so as to
insure that 1 t comes at a time of readiness for the individual pupil and does not interfere with other necessary
areas of learning; careful de-segregation in areas of general
learning , segrega ting only for special areas of giftedness;

TABLE IX
NUMEH ICAL DISTRIBUT TON OF ANSWERS SHO~JING DEGHEES OF
SIGNIFICANCE FOR POSS I BLE NEGNriVE ReSULTS
OF A SUPPLEr1ENTARY ART .?ROGRAI1
Possi ble Negative Results
of a Supple mentary Program

Column A
Column B
(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (?) (3) (4)

a.

Encourages Superiority
in the Gifted

2

4

8

3

b.

Crea tes Inferiority in
the Less Gifted

1

4

7

2

c.

Encourages Cliques or
Groups

4.

8

d.

Encourages Undemocratic
Pract i ces

3

e.

Leads to arbitrary Selection Based on Pressure

1

f.

Leads to Abandonment of
Ar t for all Children

2

g.

Costs money and Organized Pressure to Obtain

1

h.

Could Over-intellectualize
the Art Exper ience

1

1.

Trans portat i on and Time
Off Creates Administrative Problems

3

.5

1

5

3

1

4

2

3

10

1

1

3

.5

3

9

2

1

5

2

1

9

1

1

4

.5

1

NOTE: Column A was compl e ted by persons presently
engaged in programs for "artistically g ifted 11 children ~
Column B was completed by perso ns not so en gaged .
Under Columns A and B a bove: (1) of great s ignificance, (2 ) of some significance , (3) of little signif icance ,
a nd ( LJ, ) of no significance .
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careful selection of individuals in relation to others
selected so that similarities of abilities and maturity
would be greater than differances; careful selection of pers onniH. : trained in techniques of inj.tiating creativity, as ,
evl:iei'c~Cl.

by experience and performance ; careful encourage-

me:t;t :Jf attitudes in the classroom so that the work of the
gif-ctJ5 . would be accepted as contributions rather than as
means of flaunting superior abilities; careful preparation
of a "climate for public acceptance" by encouragement of
two-way communication; and other suggestions .
The most important control emphasized by all participants who were engaged in programs was the careful selection
of personnel trained in techniques of initiating creativity .
Second in importance as indicated by the number of persons
checking the items on the questlonna1re was the cooperative
selection of the children by a group made up of the classroom teacher , the art supervisor, the administrator and the
parent .

Four other . controls seemed of great or some sig-

nificance to persons engage d in work with the artis tically
g ifted .

'l'hese were:

careful timing so the. t the work would

not interfere with other necessary areas of learning ,
encouragement of a ttitudes of apprec i ation '\I'Jithin the classroom, preparat ion for public accE'Jptanoe for the program by
encouragement of

two-~"Jay

communication , and careful selec-

tion based upon similarities in abilities and maturity .
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The last of these was of less importance than the others
mentioned earlier .
Respondents who were not engaged in programs stressed
much the same controls as those who were already working with the gifted children .

·rhe most important of these were

the careful selection of personnel for work with the gifted
and the cooperative selection of the children by a group .
They placed less significance on selection based upon
similarities of abilities and maturity, .and the need for
de-segration in other areas of learning .

rrhey felt that

acceptance for the work of the gifted in the classroom was
of g reat or some slgnificance, as well as careful timing of
the progr:=un , and preparation for public acceptance .
'l'able X, page 66 , shows numerical distribution of
answers to this question.
The most significant control necessary to the forma tion and successful operation of a supplementary program for
artistically gifted children was thought to be the careful
selection of personnel trained. in techniques of ini tiat1ng
creativity .

The next most important consideration recommended

by the twenty-nine participants was the cooperative selection
of the chlldren for participation in the program., .

l"luch

importance was placed upon the development of att.l tudes in
the classroom so that the work of the gifted would be
accepted as contributlons to the group rather than exhibitions
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TABLE X
NUf1ERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS SHOWING DEGREES OF
SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE POSSIBLE CONTROLS NECESSARY
TO THE FORMi\TION OF A PROGRAM F'OR
ARTIS·riCALLY GIFTED CHILDBEN

Controls Necessary to the
For .n':i t ion of a Supplementary Art Prosram
a.

Column A
Column B
(1) {2) (J) (4) (1) (2) {J) . (4)

Cooperative Selection by
Teacher, Supervisor
14
Parent

1

b.

Careful Timing so that
it Does not Interfere

8

3

1

c.

Careful De-segregation
Other Areas of Learn.i.ng

5

.5

1

d.

Careful Sele ction Based
4
on Similarities , Abilities

e.

Careful Selection of
Pe~·sonnel

1

Encouragement of Attitudeio
in the Classrpom
·

1

2

g.

Preparation for Public
Acceptance

4

1

4

6

2

2

1

4

3

2

3

4

3

10

1

1

7

3

2

.5

3

3

3

17

f.

8

.1

===============================~~-~-=========

NO'rE: Column A was completed by persons prt~sently
engaged in programs for "artistically glfted 11 children .
Column B was compl'eted by persons not so engaged .
Under Columns A and B above: (1) of great signif1cano.e, (2) of some significance, (J) of little significance ,
and (4) of no significance .
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of superior abilities .

Two controls received emphasis from

most of the participants .

These were , careful timing, a nd

preparation for public acceptance .
of similarities among students

1

Selection on the basis

abilities and maturity, and.

the need for de-segregation in other areas of l ear ning were
considered less important .
Pl~ns

of organization ..Q.f supplementary art programs .

To the quest 1on,

11

\vhich of the following organizational plans

are recommended for use with the artisti-cally gifted?'1 the
possible answers were:

An art-center school with one trained

teacher, different children to be transported daily after
school hours; an art-center school 111i th one trained teacher ,
different children to be transported daily at staggered
hours throughout the day; one travel-ing t ea cher to devote
one-half' day at each school, reaching ten schools per week;
one art-trained teacher in each school to work with the
artistically gifted for each school; one a rt-trained teacher
to. enrich the art program within the self-contained classroom;
summer workshops with dally classes, stagge red hours for
various levels; and other suggestions .
Hesp ondents presently engaged in programs for gifted
children recommended an art-trained teacher in each school
for working 1.Jir1 th the gif t ed from each school a s the best and
most ideal organizat i onal plan for meeting the needs of the
artistically g ifted .

Next best was a summer workshop with
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daily classes convening at staggered. hours to accommodate
various groups.

Third choice was an art-trahJed teacher to

work with the gifted within the self-contained classroom .
Less ae.reement was reached on the following pla.ns:

an art-

center with children transported after school hours , a traveling teacher to devote one-half day in each school, and an artcenter with children transported throughout the day .

Two

respondents suggested Saturday mo.rning classes taught by
tec>Chers :from univer•sities combined with sum:ner university
experimental classes , and programs which include contact
with works of art .
'fhe participants who were not involved in programs
preferred a special teacher for enriching art for the gifted
·Ni thin

the self-contained classroom .

The other two plans

of organization gaining the approval of nine of the twelve
persons lvere, one teacher in each .school for work with the
gifted, and a summer workshop wlth staggered hours for the
various levels.

Seven of the twelve preferred an all-day

art center with children transported daily at staggered
hours .

Less agreement \'1as reached concerning the use of a

teacher who would travel from school to school .
after-school art classes .

Few favored

Two people favored the Saturday

morning university experimental class wlth experts teaching ..

ques tionnaire
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'l1a ble XI, page 70, shows numerical dis tri but ion

of

answers to this question .
The majority of persons reporting for both groups
favored a well-trained teacher loca ted in each school to work
with the artistically gifted .

:3 ummer workshops as added

experlence for the gifted, and .Sa turday morning classes
taught by experts, also received endorsement from both
groups .
Cla§s.room procedures f.Q.r. s.rtist1c'ally gifted ghildre.n.
To the question " Which of the following classroom pr ocedures
are recom'nended for use with the artistically gifted?" the
possible ansv.rers were:

Presentation of an orderly progres-

sion of lessons designed to instruct in the handling of
tools and tec hniques, workshop technique wherein students
pursue individual projects utilizing various materials ,
division of the areas of study into units, assignment of
class problems, and conceptual development .

Conceptual

development was to be thought of as based upon t he following
four steps:

(1) isolation of the concept by initia l dis -

cussion using many examples, relating the discussion to the
I

1
6,htld
s own SXl)erience and interest, (2) identific ". tion of
\,

the problems evolving from the discussion, (3)

wo~k ing

out

various solutions to the pr oblems by the students with a
single media or with a yariety of media , and (4) evaluation
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TABLE XI
DISTRIBUTION OF AN3'dEB.S SEO'JJING DEG3E.li:S OF
SIGNIFICANCE FOB. OB.GANr.~ATlONAL PLANS FOB
SUPPLEI·1EN'l'LHY PROGRAI"lo3 FOR 'J1 '.1E
ARTISTICALLY GIFTED

NUN~RICAL

Organizational Plans for
3upplementary Art Proirstms

Column A
Uolumn B
(1 ) _l2 ) (3 ) (4) {1 ) {2 ) (1) ( L!- ~~

An Ar t-center School ,
Different Children
After .::ichool

6

3

An Art-center School ,
Different Children ,
Day-time Class

3

3

2

c.

Traveling Teacher , Onehalf Day Ea ch School

2

.5

l

d.

One Art-trained Teacher
in Each School

ll

2

1

e.

One Ar t -tra i rJed 'reacher
Enrichment in Classroom

11

2

2

f.

Summer \oJ orkshop, Daily
6
Cl asses for Various Level

6

1

g.

Saturday Morning Junior
School , Teachers from
University

2

h.

Summer University Workshops

1

1.

Scheduled Museum Lectures
Contac t with Great Horks 1

a.

b.

1

2

l

1

l

.5

l

1

6

2

l

4

2

2

6

3

1

1

5

.5

6

J

2

2

NO'rE: Column A \IJaS completed by persons pre sently
engaged in programs for 11 artist1cally gi fted " childre n ,
Column B was completed by persons not so engaged .
Under Columns A and B above: (1) of g rea t signif i cance, (2) of some significance, { J) of little significance ,
and (4) of no significance .
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of results in terms of what has been accomplished relative
to the original problems .

Another possible answer was the

exploration of possibilities for artistic expression inherent
in the materials.

Space was included for further suggestions .

The two teaching procedures which were most favored by
persons engaged in programs for artistically gifted children
v>Jere the workshop technique, and the development of concepts .
Exploration of possibilities for artistic expression inherent
in the materials also received support .

One person noted on

the questionnaire that procedure was complex and fluid ,
utilizlng both group and lndividual processes .

One person

added the suggestion that Just providing opportunities for
children to work is sufficient .

Two persons believed that

devoting time to the development of the child ' s ability to
draw and -paint is desirable .
Persons who were not engaged in programs for gifted
children were in accord. with persons involved in r.;upplementary proy,rams regarding
cedures .

recom~endations

for teaching pro-

The workshop tecl·mique, conceptual development, and

the exploration of the possibilities inherent in the materials
were reoom11ended .

One person suggested that building on

pupils ' interests and expanding the children ' s concepts ,
are important procedures .
numer
answers to this question .
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TABLE XII
NUrl!ERICAL DI31'RIBUT ION OF AN::;;WERS SHOWING DEGt"?EES OF
SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE TEACHING PROCEDURES
HEC0Mf1ENDED FOR U3E .tHTH 'lltE
ARTISTICALLY GIFTED CHILD
Classroom Procedures for
the Arti s tically Gifte~
a . Presentation of Orderly
Progression of Lessons

(1)

Column A
(2 )

(J)

4

2

4

(4) (1)
2

Column B
(2)

( J)

2

1

2

6

4

b.

Workshop Technique with
Individual Projects

8

5

c.

Dl.vis j on of Areas of
;..-)tud y into Units

4

3

2

1

1

8

d.

Assignment of Class
Problems

2

1

2

5

1

4

e.

Conc eptual Development
(1) Isola tion of Concept

8

7

3

1

(2) Identific a t i on of
the Problem

7

6

2

1

6

7

1

1

(4 ) Evaluation of Res ults 7

7

1

3

5

(J)

Working out of Solutions to the Problem

f.

Explora tion of the Possibilities in Materials

g.

Bui lding on and Expanding
from Pupil Intere s t

h.

A complex Fluid Process
Group and IncH vidual
Instruction

i .

Classes Devoted to the
Deve lopment of Drawing ,
etc .

10

1

2

{4)
4

4

1
1

2

1

1

2

Opportunity to Work , let 1
Chf.J.d Alone
=e=
NOTE: Column A was completed by persons presently
engaged in programs for "arti s tically gifted" children .
Column B was completed by persons not so engaged .
Under Columns A and B above: (1} of great significance , (2 ) of some significance, (3 ) of little significance ,
and ( L~) of no significance .
j.
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It was generally agreed by both groups of participants
that the workshop technique be recommended for use with the
ar tist ically gifted .

They also felt thot the exploration of

the po .,s ibili ties for artistic expr"!ssion inherent in the
materia ls was a significant teaching procedure .

One person

pointed out tha t the workshop technique \l.ras a complex fluid
process utilizing both group and individual instructional
methods.

One person indicated by nota"t.ion tha t g1f'ted chil-

dren generally apprecia te an orderly, planned procedure .
/'" Evaluation procedures for the work oi·· vbe ar tist1cal~Y.
gif te.Q,. .

To the question, "\vhich of the followtng are recom-

mended for use with the artistically gifted?" the p ossible
answers were:

Evaluation of all students • work in terms of

originality and pur pose by the teacher, evalu8tlon of a ll
studen

work in terms of originality and purpose by the

teacher and pupils , competitive exhibition with the awardlng
of prizes or ribbons by professional artists, retrospective
exhibition featuring the work of the individual artist in
various stages of development, and other

sugg~stions .

Cooperative evaluation of the student ' s work by the

\

i

\

\

teacher and the pupils was the method most htghly recommended

•

by persons engaged in programs for artistically gifted children .

rrhey also felt that evaluation by the teacher and a /
1

etrospecti ve exhi bi tlon showing the develournent of the ~,/
.r'

/

i
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child ' s work were important.

Four persons added the sug-

gestion that a representative exhibition to honor the students and inform the

·,~ rents

was desirable .

One person

recommended that this type of exhibit should also include.
the work of the less gif ted .

One per-son suggested that an

exhibitt on based upon a theme was desirable .
suggested cin individual-teacher critique .

One person

Compe titive

exh ibitions received unfavorable response from ten persons .
Hespondents who did not have programs for g ifted
children were
programs .

gene1~ally

in accord

1r1i th

persons involved 1.n.

They recommended teacher-pupil coopera tive evalua-

tion and the retrospective type of exhibition .

Two respond-

ents suggested th a t a group of persons could evalua.te the
retros pe ctive exhibition of the gifted child in terms of
his personal growth.

One person from this group als o favored

the representative exhibit to honor the s tu de nts and inform
parents .
'Jlable XIII , page 75, shows numerical dlstribution of
answers to this question .
The types of evaluations recort1.11endecl by both groups of
res pondents were the teacher-pupil evaluation, and the retrospective exhibit which features the growth of the individual
artist .

Five participants wrote in the suggestion that a

representative type of exhibit which honorPd the students and
informEd t;he oarents was of great significance .

The awarding
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TABLE XIII
NUHEHIC AL DI:3TRIBUTION OF AN ;v.rS l1S r:;'-10\HNG DEGB ES OF
.SIGNIFICANCE FOR RECOMT11ENDED EVALUATION OF 'J:HE
ARTI S TICAL ~Y GIFTED CHILD
Exhibit ions :for the Gifted

Column A
Column B
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (1) {2) (3} {4t

a.

Evaluations of Students '
Work by the Teacher

6

2

b.

Evaluation of St udents •
Work by Teacher & Pup il

14

2

c.

Competitive Exh ibition
Judged by Professi onal
Ar tists

2

4

1

3

4

7

1

1

2

1

6

2

2

2

8

2

~

1

~

d.

Retrospective Exhibition
Shov'l ing Individual Growth 7

e.

Evaluation by Se veral
Teachers of d . above

2

f.

2epresentative Exhibition 4
to Honor Students

1

g.

General Exhibit ion of all 1
Students, Gifted & Regular

h.

Exhibition Based on Theme 1

i.

Individual and Teacher
Critique

2

2

l

NO'N.:: Column A was co mpleted by per··sons presently
engaged in programs for ttartistioally gifted." childre n .
Column B Nas completed by persons not so engaged .

Under Columns A and B above: (1) of great s ignificance , ( 2 ) of so me significance , ()) of 1 it tle s ign~_f icance 1
and (4) of no significa nce .
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of prizes or ribbons was not recommended by seventeen of the
participants .
upon a theme .

One person recommended an exhibitton based

CHAPTER IV
REPORTS OF EXISTING SPECIAL ART PROGRAr.1S
During the study of the literature for this thesis ,
references to special programs were noted .

'l'hese came from

such sources as the yearbooks for the National Society for
the .:. tudy of Education entitled Educr:3tiQ.U for th~ G1fted1
and the Measurement .Qf. Understanding , 2 Italo de Franoesca ' s
bool{, Art Eduontion:
from .:3 c hool Arts . 4

l.t§. Means and Ends ,3 and articles

In some cases the references were only

to locations of programs wj_th no mention of personnel .

In

such cases the volumes Who ' s Wpo 1.n American Ary , .5 Who ' s
Who in American Edy,oation , 6 and J:atterson ' s American
1
Nelson B. Henry (ed . ), Education for~ Gifted .
Fifty-seventh Yearbook of the Na,tional Society for the Study
of Education, Part II (Chicago, Illinois: University of
Chicago Press, 19.58) .
2 Nelson B. Henry (ed . ), Measurement Q[ Understanding .
Forty-fifth Yearbook of the National . . ociety for the Study
of Education, Part I (Chicago , Illinois: University of
. Chicago Press, 1946) .
3rtalo de Fra:ncesca, Art Edueatio11: Its Mean.§.~
Ends (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958) .
4 Kenneth Winebrenner (ed . ), School~ (selected
issues 194-.5 through 1961) •
.5Dorothy B. Gilbert {ed . ), Who ' s lihQ 1n American~
-1--------T-''I-I:HI~Ork:

R. R.

Bowlre-~ .

6H. C. Cook (ed . ), Who ' s Who 1n American ~ducat1on ,
Vol . XIX (Nashvillel Tennessee: Who ' s Who in American Education, Inc., 1959-60) .
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Educatio~ 7 were consulted .

A list was compiled of p~ograms

and personnel to whom the questionnaire would be mailed
toget her with a request for information regarding the
specialized programs .
tion was gratifying .

The response for additional informaDetai led reports of spec i al art pro-

grams in existence are descrlbed in the following pages .
The Cleveland Major Works Program .

The Cleveland

Progr::,.rn is one of enrichment for gifted children .

It was

started by the Women ' s City Club of Cleveland twenty-five
years prior to its adoption into the school program .

The

Cleveland plan explicitly states that children are to be
kept at grade level corresponding to chronologi cal age .

The

aims of the Cleve land Major vJ orks classes are summarized from
the wo:ck of Florence Goodenough as follows:
1.

~o

increase the range of knowledge and skills of

the students .
2.

To develop alertness .

J . To develop initiative and creative power .
4· .

•ro develop an a tti ·tude of critical thinking .

5.

To deve lop pO\'-ler to work independently

to plan

and to execute, and to judge .

7Homer L. Patterson (ed . ) , Patterson ' s Amer;i can Education, Vol . LVI (Chicago , Illinois:
Inc . , 1960) •

r~d ucational

Dire ctories ,
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6.

To develop increased ability to share in undertakings .

7.

To develop leadership .

Selection of children for participation in special
classes has been done both on the basis of intelligence
quotient and .interests .

Some Cleveland experimental studies

were discussed by Elise Martens in a United States Office of
Education Bulletin where she refers to Opportunity Classes .
On the basis of tests (both intelligence quotient and achievement) children were invited through the parents to participate
in the Opportunity Classes .

These ch i ldren complete their

regular school work in one-half day (the afternoons) .

Morn-

ings are given over to projects embracing art , music , literature , social studie s , science and creative work .

This

offers opportunity for expression and creative work in many
areas .

In one experimental study , children ln the Major

Works Program achieved from one-half to t wo years in English
more than regular class students ,o f the same age and ability . 8
Milwaukee Ar_i Center , Milwaukee , Wtsconsin.

Rolf

Hickman , supervisor of the Center ' s Educa tional Department ,
sent ma terial describing the work of the Milwaukee Art Center .
Saturday art and drama classes for young people from five to
eigh·ceen were started in the fall of 1960 .
8

Goodenough, £R. cit . , p . 126 .

The center has a
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total of fourteen art classes and three drama classes

Tui-

tion is eleven dolla rs per semester for members of families
belonging to the Art Center and t hirteen dollars 'per semester
for non-members .

The Art Center donates sixty-five scholar-

ships each seme s ter and additional scholarships a re provided
by individuals.

The classes were formerly part of the

Children ' s Art Program, known as CAP, a demonstra tion project eo-sponsored by the Junior League of Milwaukee and the
Art Center .

The following is quoted from a news release

from the center:
Studio classes will be coordinated as closely d~ pos sible with-exhibitions scheduled for the season in the
galleries , Hickman said . He pointed out that the unique
opportunity of classes at the Art Center is prox1-m1ty to
the constant and changing display of original works of
art . Teachers will take their classes to view exhibitions
1n the galleries when they are appropriate to the particular grade levels . "Such gallery viewing , coordinated
with studio experience, builds appreciation while developing the creative potential of young people . "9
Scheduling of classes is done on a semester basis , each
semester lasting twelve sessions in the spring and the fall
and two summer seme s ters on Tue s da ys, 'vJednesdays, and Fri ..
days during the week .
Saturday Morning C}asses:
Museum, San Francisgo, California .

~.

li· de Young Memorial
Mrs . r1iriam Lindstrom of'

9News Release, Milwaukee Art Center, 750 Lincoln
Memorial Drive, M1twaukee 2 , Wisconsin, October , 1960 .
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San Francisco has written a book entitled Children ' s

~from

which the following is quoted:
The point of view held in these classes and presented
here is that children have a native ability to express
thems elves in visual terms just as they have a nat;ive
ability to express themselves verbally . We may not
understand their early scribbling any bette r then we do
their infant babbling, but that does nof prove there is
no meani~ in it for the child himself . 0
Mrs . Lindstr om bases the philosophy of the program on the
ideas expressed by Susanne Langer:
The symbol-making function is one of man •s primary
acti vities, like eating, looking, or moving about . It
is the fundamental process of his mind, and goes on all
the time . Somet imes we are at-rare of it, sometimes we
merely find tts results, and realize that certain experiences have passed through our brains and have been
digested there . For if the material of thought is
symbolism, then the thinking organism must be forever
furnishing symbolic verslons of its experiences, 1n
order to let thinking proceed . As a matter of fact, it
is not the essential act of thought that is symbolization, but an act essentlal to thought , a.nd prior to it .
Symbolization is the essential sot of the mind; and
mind takes ~. n more than what is commonly called thought .
Only certain products of the symbol-making brain can be
used according to the canons of discursive reasonlng .
• . • The material furnished by the senses is constantly
wrought into symbols , which are our elementary ideas .
Some of these ideas can be combined and manipulated in
the manner we ca.ll nrea.soning . 11 Others do not lend themselves to this use, but are naturally telescoped !nto
dreams, or vapor off in conscious fantasy • • • • 1
Classes at the museum are open to all children t-1hose interest
is such that they take the trouble to get there on Saturday
10

+--------__::::_::..wf-.11--T>--'1-A-rn--'lf--;-t-;~~~m-:, -P.'h+h1-~:n-'

~

(Berkeley , Cal -

fornia: University of California Press , 1957) , p . 2 , c1.t1ng
1n ~ New Key , pp . 32-33 .

Philosoph~

llsusanne K. .Langer, Philos ophy 1n l! New i(EU (New York:
Penguin Books, Inc , 1945) , pp . 32-JJ .
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mornings subject to space and time limitations .

The classes

are addressed to children of all ages, are supported by
endowments to the museum , and are heavily attended .
~

York Un1vers1 ty 1 s Sghola:rshiR Painting

l~ orkshop .

The following is quoted from a paper sent by Hobert Kaupelis,
Department of Art Education, New York University .

'rhe article

had not yet gone to press:
Initiated three years ago, the tuition-free Scholarship Painting Workshop at New York University for selected
high school seniors offers an intensive, studio-type
experience for artistically talented youth . The l'lorkshop is aimed a t each ::. tudent • s personal development as
a painter offering a maximum amount of freedom within a
structure designed to expose the st udent to an infinite
number of ideas , concepts and approaches to the pai nter ' s
function in modern society .
The group of approximately twenty carefully screened
students meets for approximately three hours weekly during the regular school year in the ar t studies of New
York University ' s Department of Art Ed ucation . • • •
• • • In addition to individual painting problems the
program consists of group critiques; the viewing of
films such as Matisse , Pollock, Analogies, Pacific 231 ,
Boundary Lines , and Calder; the viewing of slid.es from
particular periods of art history which are relevant to
their own problems, as when the figure is s tudied to see
hot'/" paint ers have treated it over t he centuries; several
sessions drawing and painting from a nude model, the
first of which is devoted to an intensively directed but
creatively and esthetically-oriented drawing experience
in the Nicholaides manner and the rest to painting from
a sustained pose; a tour of the neighboring Tenth Street
galleries and. consistent reminders of important uptown
shows which are current; and , finally , from three to
four visits t-'J'i th professors w1 thin the department who
are taemselves painters and teachers, at which time they
may talk about the students ' work, their own paintings
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or any; other aspect of the fi!~d such as lecturediscussion on careers in art .
J

Space does not permit a thorough discussion of the
procedures and method employed in this class , but the
emphasis is individualized instruction .

An exhibition is

held at the end of the year which features the work of each
a.rtis't .

Brochures are sent to a mailing list of 2,500 per-

sons · throughout the United States .

The classes are financed

by a Carnegie grant and scholars hips are usually offered to
the most promising of these students.

The group at New York

University feel that the class has a. valuable role in indueing artistically gifted s tudents into an art career , especially
art teaching, as well as developing the potential within the
student; for his own personal sa tis facti on and growth .
Phlladelnhi{?: PubltQ School§; School Arl! League .
Material was received from Aaron Rapoport, Assistant Director ,
Division of Art Sducation , School District of Philadelphia .
Quoting from a personal letter received from Mr . Rapoport
dated February 2 , 1961:
The School Ar t League has grown rapidly in the past
few years . At t his point we have approxime.tely 1, 500
students who attend ten centers throughout the city .
Our faculty now numbers fifty-five and includes in
12

Robert Kaupelis , "The Scholarship Painting Workshop
at Ne~1 York Uni verit1 ty 11 (New Yor~ New York University , Depai•tment of Art Education , February , 1961) , article for School
~ not yet edited, typed .
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about equal proportion art teachers and supervisors
from the Philadelphia Public School System and professional artists from various fields . lJ
The following is a quotation from a message from the
Superintendent , Philadelphia Public Schools, Allen H. \vetter:
To teach each student to live with himself , and to
live with and for others--these are the ai ms of education . To attain them one must grow mentally , physically
and spiritually . Such growth is dependent upon an understanding and an appreciation of those things that are
good-- of spiritual faith , of friendship , of government ,
of industrial progress , of the sciences, and of the arts .
~rhe fine arts are an essential part of the program of the
Philadelphia Public Schools . And hand 1n han~ with
§:ppreciation must g.Q. participation to .tb.S2. fullest degree
( italics mine] that individual talent will permit .
Though few children may be geniuses , all children poss ess gifts which may later become their special distinction . A thousand talents all'lai t recogni t ton--talents
with the pen, book, or lathe--talents with the artist ' s
brush .
I know of no program that has done more to foster
natural artistic endowments than has that of the School
Art League . It is truly a vital part of the art program
of the Philadelphia Public Schools and is administered
by the Division of Fine and Elementary Industrial Arts . 14
'l'he following is quoted from an article printed. j_n
the Fennsylvania Traveler. , March , 1959:
The School Art League of Philadelphia , formed in 1922
through the cooperation of Samuel s . Fleisher ' s Graphic
Sketch Club, the Board of Public Educa tion a nd the Philadelphia Art Alliance , has been serv ing the ne eds of the
talented child, offering the challenge so vital to his
continuing development , not only as a potential artist ,
but also as a creative human b ing • • . • Without looking
1 3Letter from Aaron Rapoport , Assistant Director ,
v sion of rt Education , School District of Philadelphia ,
to this investigator , February 2 , 1961 .
14Allen H. Wetter, "A Message from the cuperintendent
Philadelphia Public Schools . 11 Reprinted as a public service
by the Pennsylvania Traveler , March , 1959 .
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at a portfolio, measuring an I. Q . or administering a
·test, the League has been accepting students over the
years, basing adm:tssion only on a genuine interest in
art and a recommendation from a teacher , counsellor or
scho ol principal • • • * At ten centers throughout the
city , students from the fifth grade on up spend three
hours every 1tJeekend during the school term testing their
talents in art , working side by side with children of
comparable ability • • .;•• In addition. to concentrated
classroom work, students are exposed to a series of
lectures . slide shows , demonstrations and field tours
of museuras and art schools aimed at presenting them with
as well-rounded a p1c£1Jr.? of art as is possible in the
short time available . j
Further quotations have been excerpted from School.
News

~Views:

School Art League is ttart school't to these boys and
girls , but unlike other art schools, theirs is free . In
addition to drawing , painting , sculpture and ceramics
done in the studios , the program provides special
lectures , demonstrat;tons , and museum visits . Two
exhibitions held in May , one at the Samuel s . Fleisher
Art Memorial , and the other at the Lingelbach Community
Center, are unique , in that every child who has been
in regular attendance is represented . Each exhibition
is thus a true cross~section of the total program. one
ln Hhich e very student participates with pride • • . •
At a time when the conduct of some young people is
causing grave concern, and when the need for science
is becoming increasingly urgent , the arts continue to
afford their proper balance. Thoughtful parents and
teachers realize that a piece of clay in a boy ' s hand
today may spare him the need to throw a rock tomorrow;
t hat the sciences and the ar ts are equally important
in building men and in serving sooiety . l6

.The Portland experiment( .

'.rhe program in the Portland.

Public Schools grew from the interest of teachers who wished

Travel~~ ~

Jac Resen , For the oung in
March , 1959 . (Reprint . )

16Jack Bookbinder , nsaturday Classes Attract the
'ralented,u Scp.ool News and Views, 9:17 , .June 16, 1958 .
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to develop extended educational experiences for• bright students.

From the beginning, the Portland program has been

dlstinguished

b~'

the bi•eadth of 1 ts defl.ni ti on of giftedness,

1Rh1.ch inc1udes not only exceptional intellectual a.bility,
but also creative talent in art, music, writing, d:ramatics,
mechanl·cal a bill ty, dance, and s ooial leadership.

In

practice, as might be expected, considerable overlap was
found among the var:1.ous talents, and some fifteen to twenty
per cent of the children in the school system have been
identlfied for> intellectual giftedness or for one or more
talents.

In the elementary program, there are provisions

both for enrichment in the regular classroom and for some
part-time special classes, 1 7 Clifford w. Williams, Dlrector,
Special Curriculum Projects for the Portland :l'!ubllc Schools,
sent the Instruction l1anual and Screenirlg Exercises, a Plan
for Identifying and Developing Talent in Crea::i ve Art, which
was discussed in Chapter II.
The screening tests are given to all fourth and sixth
grade classes.
VIO:t•k

After the testing is finished, the, cori!.plete

of each child is evaluated by e.n identlfioation com-

mittee composed of teachers within the school building who
have had special training or interest in art.

Portland also

l7 Elizabeth Paschal, Enc 0.1L:r£l.ed. ne; .t..l1.§. Excellent , li'und
for the Advancement of Education, Librar•y of Congress,
c ircuJ.ar 60-53532 (Hashington: Government Pr:mtlng Office,

1960), p. 33.
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has tNo other art depa;;rtment publicati.ons:
ing anQ. pai r.rt i:qg

)~)l;J2eriences,

Presenting Dl•aw-

and 1.£1 Jdeas fZ:. .Qlass room

Teachers .to -~ vli'!:ih Gifted Children. 1 8
Portland 1 s program is a separate supplementary one,
:n..silntained by the school district.

They also have enrich-

ment vlith:m the classroom as far as is possible.
Tllll Heading Public .!iuseum and Art Gallery, Head ins:,
£.ill.\USYlvan1a,

A letter was rece1 ved from James 11. K. \qaJ.dron,

Curator of Fine Arts of the Heading Public l1useum and Art
GaLLery·, dated February 6, 1961, from which we quote:
The Rei'lding Public Museum and. Art Gallery is owned
and opera:ted by the Heading School District. \ie have
two school buses bringing six classes daily to teach
all types of lessons related to Museum Exhibits and
materials.
There are two special art classes for talented art
students. Pour students are selected by the Art ~reach
ers in the diiltrict from each of the four Junior High
Schools.
Sixteen students attend a special 9th G!•ade Art Class
every tuesday [s1aJ afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00 at the
Museum.
I will enclose a Cour:3e of Study which is used for
this class. 'rhe second has been in operation for many
years. It is a Saturday Morning Art Class for all students in the Heading School District. 'rhis class
averages around twenty-five students of grades 7 to 12.

18 Portland Public Schools, Educational Enrichment Program, !J., Plan for Identifying and Developins; Cree.tJ.ve Ar.J;,
~l'alent, Presentipp.: Drawing and Pain tim! Experiences; i l l
Ideas for Classroo.m Teachers 19. Use "!ti.1Jl Gift~ Children,
Fall, 1956.
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They are a lso recommended by the Art Teachers in the
Schools . 1 9
The objectives in the course of study for the art
enrichment program of the Reading Museum are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

To develop mastery of art elements in painting
and other graphic forms of expression through
the practice in egg tempera and other media .
To foster creative ability through individual
problems in design and color .
To understand the problems of the creative arts
through analysis of their works at the Museum .
To apply basic compositional types to the gallery
and the student with the realization of their
value , place~ method and purposes of these
a.ct1v1t1es . 2v

The course of study is very complete and useable in
the form in which it is written .

It contains a bibliography ,

definl tions of e.rt elements and principles , a section on the
expressive use of line, a section on color, perspective , art
appreciation , and materials .
Worcester Art Myseum .

A letter was received from Mrs ,

I¥Iinn1e G. Levenson, Curator of Museum Education at the
Horcester Art Mu. eum dated Februe. ry 21, 1961.

Mrs . Levenson

did not complete the questionnaire but she did give pertinent
information regarding the Museum ' s program for gifted chil dren .

She explained that the Museum is a completely auto-

nomous educational institution but that it coopera tes
19Letter from James K. Haldron , Curator of Fine Arts ,
Reading Public Museum and Gallery , Reading, Pennsylvania , to
this investigator, February 6, 1961 .
20 School District of Readi~ Pennsylvania, Course Qf
Study: Junior High Museum Art Enrichment Clas s , 1959-60 .
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closely with the public school of Worcester, Massachusetts .
The following is quoted from her letter:
When this museum first started to offer free art
classes for children exactly fifty years ago, they were
planned supposedly for children of talent . During the
1930 ' s our point of view was completely changed and these
classes were open to all children regardless of special
aptitude . We have now gone full circle and are interested again in doing more for the gifted child . At
present we have one class , addressed to those of junior
_ands sen1or high school age , which is restricted to
youngsters who show promise of ability and who come to
us recommended either by their regular or their art
teacher . We also accept young applicants on the basis
Gf their work which they submit to us in advance of
!'8g lstt>at1on.
My own opinion is that there is a growing need for a
program that encourages children of talent to develop
t~1eir capabilities to the fulle s t degree , and we feel
that it is the museum ' s responsibility, as well as the
c)bligation ~f others , to offer such a program . In so
do~ng , we ~ry not to duplicate the work of the public
S'.!hools but to supplement it by giving them what they
cannot obtain in the regular class room . For example ,
instruction by professional art teachers on the faculty
of the museum school, contact with original works of
art, etc • • • •
• • • vJhenever such a program is initiated, I think
many problems can be minimized by explaining the situation to the parents . I certainly do not think that
special classes for the talented need detract from the
work that is being done for all the children . Both
programs can be offered at the same time without damage
to either . 21
~.

Louis , Missouri ' s enrichment program .

Miss !1arie

Larkin, School Consultant in Art Education for the St . Louis
21 Letter from Mrs . Minnie Levenson, Curator of r1useum
Education , Worcester Art Museum, to the investigator, February,
21, 1961 .
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Public Schools, sent a clipping fr•)m the St . Louis newspaper
(unfortunately undated) , but which gave a rather good description of her enrichment progPam for gifted children .

\ve quote

from the news clipping:
I>1ore than 20 , 000 St Louis public school children t.-vill
visit City Art Museum in the current school year as part
of an expanded program to enrich the curriculum , the
Board of Education announced yesterday. This expected
total is a four-fold increase over last year ' s figure .
Miss f'1arie Larkin, school consultant in art education,
said the museum visits were to some degree a counter
offensive to the emphasis on science that has characterized American schools in the post-;:;putnik per i od .
•
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Three years ago the St . Louis public schools system
began a schedule of organized museum tours and lectures
for gifted children of the fifth through the eighth
grades, involving some 1 , 200 pupils with I . Q. s of 130
or better .
•

•
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"One of the greatest needs of our society , " said
Miss Larkin , 11 is to teach people to be intelligently
alone with themselves . The art museum provides a
resource for us in that respect .
"There is a real assault upon the human spirit these
days, based upon the push of ffiii:Jterialism . Some form of
advertising is always on hand to make up our minds for
us; someone is ever present to advise us .
"For this reason children must be helped to discriminate between the pseudo-artistic and the real . "2 2
22 News item in the ~ . Lou1s (Missouri) New§ , December ,

1 60
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The children visit City

rt 1useum twice a

semester ~

They study the paintings and other art objects , and hear
le~tures

special

by

~vilbert

t ~ achers

E . D1el and Miss Mary Helen Barnidge ,

of art for the public schools, and the

museum staff .
Ynlvers!tu Qf Washington .
tions from a letter

J~eceived

The following are quota-

from Pauline JoL.nson, Professor

of Art , University of Hashlngton , Seattle , vJashington .
He have Ch1ldren 1 s Creative A1"t classes at the
University of \vashington which are open to anyone who
wishes to pay extension tuition fees . Parents who
want their children to have creative experiences not
provided in the public schools , take advantage of
this opportunity . We also get children who want more
art than is provided in school , in today ' s science
centered curriculum .
The Seattle Public Schools co-sponsored a class with
the 3eattle Art Museum one year, in which the talented
students from each high school met t'."lice a week in the
afternoon and were taught by artist teachers from the
University .
The Seattle Museum of Industry and History sponsors
after school and Saturday classes and a Community group
has a Creative Arts Center for children available to
anyone up to space limits . The gifted chlld is only
incidently a consideration . 23
One other program of Satu rday university class was
reported in the questionnaire returned by Kenneth R. Beittel ,
Ass ociate Professor of Art Educatlon , Pennsylvania State
University .
2

3Letter from Pauline Johnson, Professor of Art ,
University of Washington , to this 1nvestigator , dated January 31 , 1961 .
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Saturday classes are also sponsored by the School
District of San Diego .
centers of the city .
ques tionnaire returned

They have eight classes in five
This was reported in notations on the
fr.~m

San Diego .

Miami, Florida, has a community-sponsored prog ram
with twelve centers located strategically throughout the
city .
Financial responsibility for the special programs ,
in some cases , is shared with other community organizations
s uch as museums and artists • groups and women ' s clubs ,
and in some cases are completely supported by the public
schools .

In most cases , there is no charge to the children .

Emphasis is placed on the importance of contact with good
worRs of art and with a challenge for capabilities .
cases the classes are taught by experts .
representative and non-competitive .

In all

Exhibitions are

CHAPTER V
SUMi"'ARY, CONCLUS I ONS, AND
I •

REC0~1i'IE NDA TIONS

GENERAL SUM14ARY

Most recent studies indicate that the criteria for
creative talent are to be found in the analysis of thought
pr oces ses.

These processes are inter-disciplinary, e .

~ .,

the same criteria of creativity apply to the thinking processes in art and in science .

Important factors which

influence creative achievement are , interest , or depth of
involvement , and perseverance .
The major aims of a.rt education are progress in
aesthetic insight and power, increasing power to discriminate
and respond to essential values, and realization of the se
values in action .

The essence of the aestheti c process is

the objectification or projection of emotional experience in
and through organized design.

The point and function of the

design is to render public a way of feeling .
Standardized testing forms for the identification of
art ability are inferior to opinions from a group trained in
art and art teaching .
coordinator , the

'r he art supervisor , director, or

classro o~a

teacher, and the adrnlnistrator are

the school personnel best sui ted to judge art abil ity , basing
their judgment upon a s e ries of products in various media .
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The two greatest problems effecting the gifted in the
self-contained claosroom are the limitations due to large
classes and the shortage of teachers competent to teach the
g ifted .

Budge t shortages also create problems since they

limit variety and quality of media.
a result of these problems .

Under-achieving may be

Attitudes of indifference ,

arrogance and sloppiness develop because of simplif1cnt1on of
subject matter and a lack of challenge for capabilities .
The most significant value of the supulementary program is felt to be the challenge it provides for capable
pupils .

Other important values are:

the provision of

qualified personnel for the instructioncof the gifted

the

opportunity for gvowth in handling tools and techniques,
growth in ability to use problem-solving processes , and the
de velopment of self-respect and consideration for others .
A minority feel there may be negative reoults from
s up .. lementary programs .
of attitudes of

These are the posBible develo ment

super~Lorlty ,

snobbishness, and conceit in the

gifted , and the chance that art programs for all children
may be abandoned.

However, it is equally possible to develop

attitudes of acceptance and understanding .

'rhe most lmpor-

tant control is the selection of person1.1el for work w1.th the
gif ted .

Cooperative selection in the identification of the

______,c=h=i,_,l,_,d=r~e~n~,, and ca.refll] timing-, a.re considered important-e-on.. .--- - - - - - . trols .
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The organ:i.z:"l ti. onal plan most highly reconnnended for
enrichimt
ls a >llell-trainecl. art tea.cher in
. _, the art ni'Oftrsnn
.... ,
•'-

eaeh school for special Hork wl.th the g:i.fted.
Norning

~>tudio

Classes ancl c)urmner

'.~orlmhops

Satur·clay·

are also reoom-·

mended t.o augment the school enrichment.
Authori.tative opinion rejeots competition wtth
external inc<2ntlves such as prizes, awards o:r :rlbbons for
school chl.J.c1ren, anl recommends evaluatlon through teacherpupil dlscuBsion.

A

representat:iv~J

exhibit.ion to honor

students ex1d lnform parents enhances cross-·fert:lllzation
of ideas, enthus i.asm and growth.

From time to time, retro-

spective exhibitions fee>turl.ng the progress of the individual

e.re valuable.
In most citJ.es whel'e supllementary programs are
offered, the sorwcls range i.n number f1•om twenty--two to 600,
'rhis i.ndiOE\te.s programs are p:eov1ded in anoas

~>lher·e

there is

a sufficient number of ehl.J.drsn in need of such enrichment •.
Other Liotors l.nfluenoing the d.evelopment of rmoh programs
a!'e the availab.ility of n.P..s.nol.al assi.stance, traJ.ned. personnel, 8nd the degree of interest genei'ated by an eh1bhusiastic leader.
Unlvei'sal concern is felt for the necod. of nreatl.ve,
independent thi.nking ln a time threatened by technological
automation.

Programs now in existenee are made possible

el. thel~ by g:cants from 1ndl.v.iduals and agencl.es or are provided.

•

by school di

trict~ .

In few

case~

are the children required

to pay fees for the opportun1ti3S offered .

The programs are

taught by experts in art and art educatton .

Objectives fo:r•

the programs are found to be in focus ·Nith thos e stated
et.rlier in the summary

Sometimes participa tion is volun-

tary based upon expression of interest , but usuall y it is by
selection .
Experts were unanimous in their opinlons that the
school s hould assume the responsibility for sup -Jlementary
programs for the artistically gifted .

The roost significant

reason for this .ts the need for highly trained per s onnel .
Where the school is not able to assume this resoonsibility ,
museum a.ssociatiort} and art associations are recom•nended to
participate in a cooperative effort .

Some responsibility may

be assumed by universities , city recreational facilities , or
other agencies interested J.n
/

(

II .

qhll ~ }1ood

dev e lopment .

CONCLUS IONS

)

\,._

The follow1.ng guide-lines may prove helpful to any
sohool di:>triot ·conslder1ng the formation of a supplementary
art program for artistically gifted children .
1.

~upp l ementary

programs should be taught by experi-

enced art educators who have been tralned in t echniques of
creative art teach1ng , and who

h:~w@

depth in the field .
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2,

Selection of children for participation should be

made by a group basing its judgment upon a series of art
products in various media .

3.

Classes should be located strategically so that

transportation problems may be minimized .

l..r .

Class size should be limited to twenty, to allow

individu3.lized instruction .

5.
works .

Provision should be me.de for conte.ct with great

This may include excursions to museums , and places

of art interest; use of films , slides and other instructional
materials; or guest artists as teachers and speakers .

6.

Facilities should be such that opportunity for

exploration into a variety of media is possible .

?. An art-trained teacher should be located in each
school in a room which provides necessary facj_li tles for art
particlpat ion .

8.

Saturday morning and summer workshops should be

pr•ovided ln addition to the enrichment program within schools .

9.

Supplementary art experiences should ·c-e provided

without charge for artistically gifted children from the
fourth through the twelfth grades .
10 .

Intellectual nourishment 5>hould

be

provided by

developing art vocabulary and aesthetic concepts necessary
to successful expression .
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11 .

Non-competltj_ve, representative exhjbltions

should be scheduled from time to time to honor students and
inform parents .

H.etrospective exhibits sh owing indivi6ual

growth should be offered less often, but at least once for
each child during his at tendance in elementary , junior , and
senior high school .
12 .

Self -evaluat ion should be eneouraged through

teacher-pupil dlscuss 1 n which guides the lndi vidual to\I'Jards
a realization of needs and the formation of new goals .
13 .

The classroom environment should be conducive to

creative work by the establj_shment of routine and order , but
not a t the expense of

spontaneity ~

I II .

BEC ot1HENDA'riONS

The recommendations which have grown out of this
investigation are:
1.

That a study be made to determine aesthetic con-

cepts 1i.rhich are necessary to successful art expresslon , 1 . e . )
honesty of expression, truth to materials
2.

etc .

'rhat a study be made leading to the

enrichment classes for gifted

childr~n

for~nation

of

which would coordi-

nate all of the arts , such as music, d.rama p visual and
manipulative arts , dance, and creat:tve writing .
necessitate the cooperative effort of
various arts .

This woula.

spe cialis~in

the
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3

That a study be made leading to the irnplementa-

tion of Satur<"'ay i"lorning Creative Art Classes and Summer Art
Studios for talented children at the University level .
l.J- .

rhat in cases where .:;,chool distrlcts are

1

uru.~ble

furnish the 3aturday Supplement ary Art Classes and Summer
Workshops , a study be made to determine other

coope~ative

means for establishing tl1em within respective districts .

to
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Univers ity of Pacific
Stockton, California
January 17 , 1961

Dear Madam:
I am a graduate student a.t the University of Pacific in
Stockton, California. My thesis study is an effort to plan
a guide for the formation of a supplementary program in art
for the artistically gifted child of intermediate grade
level . My problem is to determine which art eX-periences
a,nd which classroom procedures 't'W uld be beneficial to children with superior art ability .
The creation of such a supplementary program is based
upon the hypothesis that , in addit i on to their program of
art activities in the self-contained classroom , children
with superior art ability would benefit by participat ion in
extended and challenging art experiences .
Your interest along these li nes has come to my a t tention
through the literature of School Arts Magazine . I should.
like to enlist your cooperation in my project by asking you
to forwa rd to me in the enclos ed self-addressed envelope the
following:

1.
2.

The completed questionnaire .
Any material you may have regarding selected art
experiences for the gifted .

Because the nature of the material in the quest1.onnaire
involves some basic philosophical considerations , it is
recomme riled the,t 1 t be read through in 1 ts entirety before
any attempt is made to complete 1·t .
The compilation and comparison of the materials received
as a. result of this letter are a necessa ry step in the preparation of my guide . I should consider your contri.buti on valuable . I shall include in my study all material received by
February 10 , 1961 .
Very sincerely yours ,
/ s/ Adele F. Pruitt
Adele F. Pruitt
1363 Meadow Avenue
Stockton 7, Calif .

APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE
SECTION I.

General Information
Number

1.

How many elementary schools do you have in your school
district? • • • • •
• • • • • • • . • • •

2.

Does your school distric:t have a. program for children
gifted in art? • • • • • . • • •
• • • • •

Yes

3.

Do you think that there is a need for a program for
children gifted in art? • • • • •
• ••••

Yes

4.

Do you think that such a program is the .responsibility
of the
a. school • • • • • • • • ••
b. home
r. .. Community service groups
(1) Recreation program.
(2) Scouts or Campfire.
(3) Museum associations
(4) Artist•s Associations •
(5) Other • o • • o • • • •
What kind of program for children gifted in art
do you now have? •• (1) Separate Supplementary
Program • • • • • • •
(2) Enrichment within the self=
contained classroom •

5.

(3) Other •

!
I

No

l

No

Check one
or more

i

~------------~
I

~------------~

t--·---·

t=.-1

• •••

The questionnaire material to follow has been organized for the convenience
of answering and tabulating 1 into th'O parallel colunms. The first column (A)
is for those who already have a program for the artistically gifted in operation
in their school district? and are therefore reporting what is currently being
done. The second column (B) i.s for. those who do not have such a program, and
are therefore reporting _:vh~~ou.~d be don~~
The columns A and B are further divided into four: degrees of significance~
(2) of some significance, (3) of 1i ttle significance,
and (4) of no significance. It is to be assumed that if more than one possible
answer is considered and marked? that a combination of answers is recommended,.
It is not our purpose to limit the possible answers. Space is provided for
individual comments and suggestions.
(1) of great significance?

SECTION II.
1.

2.

Identification of the Adistically gifted.

Do you think that there is suffi.::.ient evidence
available for the identification of the artistically
gifted child? • o o • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • o
Which of the following ~re useful as methods for
the identification of the artistically gifted?
a. Standardized Aptitude Tests
• • • • •
b. Goodenough~ s "Draw a. Man Test'' • • • o • ~ •
c. Lowenfeld's evidence of ideational fluency
d. Classroom teacheris judgment based upon
observed performance and artistic production
e. Art co-ordinator's? Director•s or Supervi~
sor~s judgment based upon observed performance and artistic production • • • • • • • •
f. Parental judgment based upon observed
performance and artistic production.
g. Intelligence Quotient •
• • o .,
h. Other • • • • . • .
o

3.

•

Which of the following should be useful in the
selection of the gifted?
a. Recommendation of the classroom teacher
based upon observed performance and
artistic production • • • • • • • • • • • •
b. Recommendation of the art cO·-· or dina torr
director or supervisor, based upon observed
performance and artistic production • • • •
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SECTION II (Continued)
c.
d.

i j

Recommendation of the parents based upon
;I iI
observed performance and artistic production
~~~--+-~~~~~--~---Recommendation of the administrator based
1:
upon observed performance and artistic
I.
production e
.
Pupil's own expression of interest
~-+--+--4--~i ~~--+-~--+--4
Other ., .. , •
• o • •
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SECTION IIL
1.

i

Which of the following are evident problems
effecting the artistically gifted in the present
self-contained classroom art situation?
a., Simplification of subject matter to conform to the "average" level of performance
b. Limitation as to handling and use of materials due to large classes • • • • • • •
c. Limitation as to variety of materials due
to limited budget • • .. .. • .. o • • .. ., ..
d. Simplification of subject matter due to
shortage of trained personnel • • •
e.. Under~achieving due to lack of a challenge
f. Development of a.tti tudes of boredom,,.. indifference, arrogance, sloppiness in the
gifted due to lack of a challenge • o • •
g. Development of flights into day dreamingdetachment, and withdrawal due to boredom,
insecurity? etce • • • • • • • • • • • • ~
h. Development of anti-social behavior due to
boredom • •
i. Other
Q
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Problems effecting the gifted.
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Positive Values of a Supplementary Program.

Wbich of the following are positive values derived from participation of the gifted in a
supplementary program?
a. Creates a challenge for capabilities • • •
b$ Stimulates self-development which makes
an indirect social contribution • • .. • •
c. Motivates frJr positive vocational direction
d.. Develops psychological attitudes of confidence, security and 8 . dequacy. • • • ••
e. Increases pace and depth of learning • •
f. Encourages vigorous growth in the handling of tools and techniques • .. • • o • ..
g. Encourages cross-fertilization of ideas. o
h. Deters psychological tension in the gifted which may occur in the normal association with the less gifted. (attitudes
of inferiority because of being different)
i. Develops capabilities in the positive direction of leadership • • • • • • • • • • •
j. Fosters problem-solving processes and
techniques of effective thinking which
may carry over into other areas of learning
k. Provides qualified personnel for the
instruction of the gifted who might otherwise seek instruction from unqualified
personnel • • o • o • e o • • •
1. Develops respect for the dignity and
worth of the individual •
m. Other •
• o o • o •
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SECTION

1.

v.

Negative Results of a Supplementary Program.

I

Which of the following are negative results
derived from a supplementary program for
the gifted in art.
a. Encourages attitudes of superiority,
snobbishness, and conceit in the gifted
b. Creates attitudes of inferiority, jealousy and inadequacy in the less gifted
c. Encourages schisms or formation of
cliques rather than cooperation through
mutual respect • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
d. Encourages undemocratic practice by offering to one group of children rights and
privileges denied to others •• o o • • o
e. Leads to arbitrary selection based upon
group pressures rather than real ability
f. Leads to abandonment of the art program
for all children * o c • •
•
•
•
~ o •
Other
g.
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SECTION VII.
1.
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Careful de-segregation in areas of general
learning, segregating only for special
i
i
areas of giftedness • • o • • • • • • • •
~-r--+--+~1'~--+--*--~-Careful selection of individuals in relation to others selected so that similarities are greater than differences
(abilities, maturity, etc.) • o . . . o • •
Careful selection of personnel trained
in techniques of initiating creativity,
as evidenced by experience and perform=
ance • • • •
a
a
~
Careful encouragement of good attitudes
in the classroom so that the work of the
gifted would be accepted as contributions
rather than as means of flaunting super=
ior abilities • • • • • o • o • • • o •
Careful preparation of a "climate for
public acceptance" by encouragement of
two-way communication
•• c
Other ~ o o •
j .i
0

f ..
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Controls.

of learning

d.

I

ooo6ooooQoo•

Which of the following are useful as controls
in the formation and operation of a supplementary program?
a. Careful cooperative selection of the
gifted by teacher, supervisor, parents,
and administrators based upon observed
performance and artistic production .....
b. Careful timing of the program so as to
insure that it comes at a time of readi~
ness for the individual pupil and does
not interfere with other necessary areas
c.
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SECTION VI.
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Plans of Organization.

Which of the following organizational plans are
recommended for use with the artistically gifted?
a. An art-center school with one trained teacher
different children to be transported daily
after school hours o o
o
o
e
b. An art-center school with one trained teacher
different children to be transported daily
at staggered hours throughout the day •• o
c. One traveling teacher to devote ~ day at
each school reaching ten schools per week.
d. One art-trained teacher in each school to
work with the artistically gifted for each
school
e
•
•
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SECTION VII. (Continued)
e.

One art-trained teacher to enrich the
art program within the self-contained
classroom .
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f ..

Summer workshop with daily classes;
staggered hours for various levels~

g.

Other

SECTION VIII.
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Class Procedures

Which of the following classroom procedures are
recommended for use with the artistically gifted?
a. Presentation of an orderly progression of
lessons designed to instruct in the handling of tools and techniques • • • •
b. Workshop technique w1erein students
:
pursue individual projects utilizing
:
:
various materials • • • o c • • • •
c. Division of the areas of study into units;
~
;
i.e. a unit on water-color, a unit on
drawing, a unit on design, a unit on color
'
d. Assignment of class problems~ i.e., a
design for the decoration of an object
such as a box, a plate, a bowl, a mask
e. Conceptual development based upon four
steps in the process.
(1) Isolation of the concept by initial
discussion using many examples,
relating the discussion to the
child's own experience and interest
I
(2) Identification of the problems
evolving from the discussion
(3) Working out various solutions to the
problems by the students either
with a single media or with a
variety of media.
(4) Evaluation of results in terms of
what has been accomplished in relation to the original problem
f. Exploration of the possibilities for artistic expression inherent in the materials
g. Other
• • • •
.. • • • •
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SECTION IX.
1.

, I

Exhibitions for the Gifted.

Which of the following are recommended for use
with the artistically gifted?
a. Evaluation of all students work in terms
of its originality and purpose by the
teacher • • •

b.
c.
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Evaluation of all students~ work in terms
of its originality and purpose by the
teacher and pup:ils o o o • o • .. • ..
Competitive exhibition with the awarding
of prizes or ribbons by professional
artists • • • •

o

o

o

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

Retrospective exhibition featuring the work
of the individual artist in various stages
of development
••

e.

Other • • •
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If you would like to receive the results of this study, would you please fill in
the following information:
Name___________________________________________Address__________________________________
City_________________________________________State____________________________________
Position_______________________________________Years of experience_____________________

